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ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 7. 1905.
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PRESIDENT'S BEAR VICTORIES COME IN HANDY

SENATOR CULBERSON THINKS

PEACE WITH RUSSIA CAUSES

NEXT CONGRESS WILL ACT

MOB DISTURBANCES IN JAPAN

Regulation
of Railway Rates Between Interstate

Mob Fires Residence of Minister of Home Affairs,

On Interstate Commerce Commission's

1mm

Commerce Points.

Threatened Official Home of
Premier Katsura.

DEMOCRATS TO VOTE WITH REPUBLICANS FOR IT
Sultan of Morocco Meets All Demands of France, Including
Apology and Payment of
Damages.
ALL

NUMBER 232

THE

FAULT

LAID

WHO WAS

CADI

ON

ticipated
done."

New York, Sept. 7. Senator Chas.
A. Culberson, of Texas, now in this
city, Is quoted ly the' Times as having expressed the belief that legislation by the government in regulation
of railroad rates wid be enacted in

that

OFFICIAL HOME GF BARON KAMURA iS MENACED
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Because Foreign Minister and Chief Peace Envoy-Pol- ice
Kiosks Destroyed, Ten Christian Churches
Burned and One School.

DISMISSED

something

will

HARRIMAN

be

MOROCCO MAKES APOLOGY
AND PAYS THE INDEMNITY
Paris, Sept. 7. The foreign olilce
was highly gratified this morning to

receive a dispatch from the French
minister at Fez, announcing that the
sultan had yielded to all the points
demanded in the French ultimatum.
The great vizier publicly presented
a formal apology for the arrest of a
French-Algeriacitizen, Douzian, and
handed the minister the indemnity
demanded for the imprisonment and
presented letters from the Moroccan
minister of affairs announcing the
cadi as responsible for IJouzlan's arrest and that the cadi had been removed. The French minister accepted the excuses and reparation.
The
foreilgn office here says the reparation is complete in all points.

Alcongress.
though the house may act quickly, he
says the senate will deliberate slowly
and carefully.
e
"I think the democrats in the
wili cooperate with the republicans who stand by the persideut in
his effort to secure this legislation.
The house passed a bill last session,
but the senate, owing to delay in the
'committee on interstate commerce,
Those
was unable to do anything.
who favored the delay last Besslon
plainly stated they would agree to
take the subject under consideration
this winter, so it may be generally an

the next session of
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MUNICIPALITY

GRAND ARMY OF REPUBLICS

FIRST BUSINESS SESSION

To Discuss Municipal Owner-

SCORE OF PASSENGERS

SPANISH WAR VETERANS

INJURED

MEET AT MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee, Wis., September 7.
Fully eight thousand veterans of the
Spanish-Americawar are assembled
in this city at present to attend the
second national encampment of the
United Spanish War Veterans. The
organization was founded two years
ago by the consolidation of the Spanish American War Veterans and the
United Service Men. The order- now
has a membership of about 75.0UO, and
is said to be la a. prosperous con ill--.
tlon. There in also a ladles auxiliary,
Mrs
headed by President-Genera- l
Alexander, which will hold Its
annual convention this week.
The headquarters of the adjutant
general were opened at the national
headquarters in the Ptister 'notel yesterday, and there all the delegates reported and registered upon their arrival. The headquaiters of the ladies' auxiliary is at the Planklnton
house. The first business meeting of
the encampment was held this morning. There will be a parade and
grand celebrations In several parks
and campfires every night during the
encampment.
MINNESOTA PIONEERS MEET
IN THE OLD LOG CABIN.
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 7. Several hundred members of the association known as Minnesota Territorial Pioneers were assembled at the
log cabin on the fair grounds, when
the annual reunion of the organization was called to order today. The
association has at present about 3,000
members, but Is anxious to gather all
the surviving pioneers of territorial
days into Its fold. Among those present are Franklin Steele, Colonel John
H. Stevens, John Kollins, General
George X. Morgan, Governor John S.
Pillsbury, Governor Alexander Ham-seGeneial H. H. Sibley, H. M.
Kice, Louis Robert, D. W. Ingersoll,
the Rev. Edward D. Neill, the Rev.
Chauncey Hobart and many othe"r
residents of St. Paul, Minneapolis
and other cities of this state. Extensive preparations have been made to
entertain the visitors.
old-tim- e

IN WRECK

Xewcastle, Pa., Sept. 7. A collision
between express trains occurred today on the Western New York &
Pennsylvania railroad at Wilmington
Junction, ten miles north of here. It
is said at least a score of passengers
were Injured.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN
FARMERS WANT A UNION
Texas, Sept. 7. The
Texarkana,
formation-o- f
a National Farmers
union, which Is to embrace farmers
In all parts of the south and west, is
the object of the meeting of southern and western farmers, which met
here this morning in accordance
with a call sent out by the Texas
Farmers' union. The organization has
a total membership of about 275,000,
scattered all through Texas, and several other southern
and western
states. It is expected that the formation of a national organization with
a greatly increased membership, will
greatly enhance the power of the
union and will enable It to bring about
many important reforms in political
matters, transportation facilities, etc.,
which it has not been able to accomplish so far. No actual test of this
power will be made, however, until
the next presidential campaign. The
several state organizations belonging
to the national organization, will devote their attention to such matters
as may be deemed of interest and importance to their respective memberships.

General King Delivers Annual Address, Covering
General Blackmar's Eleven Months in Office.
Service Pension Proposed.
more than 30,000 In excess of the
year before, and still more, in excess
of former years. The larger number
was due to the operation, of order
No. 78, the bureal gratong 12,4:16
original pensions and 34,549 increased
pensions under the order. The pension roil now contains the names of
084, (108 survivors of the Civil war, as
against ".'.0.792 at the close of 1904.
The deaths in 1905 of survivors of the
Civil war have been 30,324.
"Vigilance must not be relaxed to
prevent any action by congress depriving our
comrades of
their well earned means of livelihood."
General King suggested that congress be asked for an appropriation
sufficient for fTie erection of ar
at Arlington cemetery, and
to put Lincoln's Gettysburg address in
all national cemeTerles.

Denver, Colo., Sept. 7. The leglsla-tive body of the Grand Army of the
Republic held Its first session In con
ennection wltii the thirty-nintcampment today, Commander-in-Chie- f
John R. King presiding.
A diamond badge was presented to
General King, and the announcement
was made that a loving cup would be
presented to the widow of the late
commander-in-chief- ,
W. W. Blackmar,
by the membeis of his staff.
The address of Commander-in-Chie- f
King covered the record of the administration of the late commander-in-chief- ,
whose service covered eleven
months of the term for which he had
been elected.
"The work of the committee on
pensions has been nminly dvoted to
urging the passage of a service bill,"
said General King. "The numlier of
certificates issued In 1905 was 182,- -
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TANNER TO BE NEXT G. A. R. CHIEF

INDIANA IS DEAD
H. Greene,

three-ciuarter-
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Anxious for Good Roads.
Lake City, Fla., Sept. 7. The Good
Roads convention, which met at the
county court house this forenoon
with an unusually large attendance,
will make an energetic effort to bring
about more harmonious
among the various Goad Roads associations of the south and it is expected that a committee will be appointed to agitate the subject vigorously by calling meetings and inter- 1):!9
to Mrs. Mary McClurg, who died
esting the citizens in general in favor at Urookville,
Ind., many years ago.
A road improvements.
Work Family Reunion.
WOMAN'S RELIEF CORPS
Jefferson, liic, Ky., Sept. 7 The anMET IN DENVER TODAY. nual rein len ot the Work family Is
Denver. Colo., Sejit. 7. The twenty-thir- taking place today at the Work homenational convention of the Wom- stead tin re miles east of Charleston.
Several hundred members of the faman's Relief Corps, auxiliary to the ily,
rcpieser.tii.g five states of the UnGrand JT. my of the Republic, was
tailed to oi ler at Trinity Methodist ion, are in attendance. Gov. J. Frank
hureh ttiis morning. The attendance Ilan!y is p.esent ami will address the
was very lame and addresses were de- meeting of t'ne clan this evening. The
livered by several prominent members family came to this Miate from I'iits-hurt'- .
Fa , In 104. John Work and
of tlie organization.
The national luadquartei g of the family, with the members of the famorganization have been established a' ily of his brother. Henry, who had
the llrown Palace hotel, and there died on the way. settled in this counopen bouse is kept for the delegates ty and purchased 2oui) acres of land
creek. The inand their friends as well as for the along Fourteen-MilSons and Daughters of Veterans. dustries established by John Work inThere will lie a grand formal recep- cluded three flouring mills, seven saw
mills, a powder nail and a distiltion and several smaller mteitain-mentfor the visiting delegates and lery.
several excursions to points of interest
DAUGHTERS OF VETERANS
in the vicinity are also planned.
ELECT THEIR PRESIDENT
Increasing Stock.
Denver. Colo., Sept. 7. Tin- - DaughChicago, 111., Sept. 7. The stock- ters
of Veterans today elected Mrs.
holders of t he Chicago Great Western Bertha Martin, of Massillon,
Ohio, as
Railroad company are holding a meet- president.
ing here todav for the purpose of voting an increase of fne 4 per cent pre- EMPEROR NICHOLAS AND
ferred 11 stock of the company from
DIGNITARIES GIVE THANKS
lii.ooO."
to S?i t'l'O.o'Mi. The extra
St. Petersburg, Sept. 7. A Thanksissue if Ht.i'.i is ir.ietu'od to cover the
culit if basin;; and operating the giving service, commemorative of the
conitile-rtlines of the Mason City & conclusion of peace, was celebrated
Fort Dode Railroad compr.ny, which at Peterhof this afternoon in the preshave b en leased by the Chicago ence of Emperor Nicholas and the
Great Western for 1"0 year3.
state dignitaries.

MAYOR

DUNNE

Chicago, Sept. 7. The head of the
municipal governments of several
hundred American cities are assembled in Chicago, to attend a conference which was called by Mayor
Dunne and the Municipal Ownership
League of this city, for the purpose
of discussing the subject of Municipal
ownership from every Imaginable
point of view. The object of calling
this conference was to spread the doctrine of municipal ownership broadcast over the country and thus to
strengthen the position of the advo
cates of the doctrine, who won such
an overwhelming victory at the last
election in this city. Among the chief
executives who attended the opening
session of the conference today are
many enthusiastic advocates of municipal ownership, but the discussion
diclosed the fact that there are also
some who have not much faith In the
feasibility of the doctrine. The difficulties with which the municipal administration of Chicago has to contend at the very outset. In Its attempt
to carry the doctrine of municipal ownership of street car lines to a practical test, are used effectively as arguments by the opponents of municipal ownership. The discouraging reports from some of the cities In Europe and In this country where the
system was tested for some time are
also used with considerable force, but
It is doubtful that the opposition will
be able to dampen the enthusiasm of
mayors. The conthe
ference will last two clays and during
that time the visiting mayors will be
royally entertained and given an opportunity to study the street car problem confronting the Chicago administration by personal observation. Tonight the visitors will be entertained
at a banquet. Automobile rides over
the chain of boulevards are also on
the program.
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IT0 WERfc STONED

Mall Steamship company, and assaulted his hunners, but did not touch Mr.

Schwerin.
Crowds, menacing the
neighboring police kiosk, filled th
space In front of the American legation and hooted and Jeered the soldiers escorting the Harrinian party;
but the soldiers fixed bayonets, charged the crowd and cleared the street.
They guarded the legation all through
the night.

VENERABLE MARQUIS ITO
DOES NOT ESCAPE WRATH
Toklo, Sept. 7. E. H. Harrlman,
president of the Southern Pacific railroad, has been threatened, and Marquis Ito, president of the privy council, has been stoned by mobs. Neither
of them was injured.
DESTROY CHURCH PROPERTY
,
BUT SAVE THE INMATES
Toklo, Sept. 7. The mol) burned

and destroyed ten Chrlstion churches
and one mission house school, last
night. The people were not injured.

BARON KOMURA

WOULD

CONSULT MR. ROOT.
New York, Sept. 7. Baron Komura,
after reading the dispatches telling of
the riots In Toklo and the experience
of the E. H. Harrlman party, immediately endeavored to rea-J- i
Secretary
of State Root Mr. Sato Bald that a
message would be sent to Mr. Root
at once, asking for an Interview. What
purpose Baron Koroura had, Sato
would not say.

ST. PAUL SEES LARGEST
GOLF GATHERING IN YEARS
St. Paul, Minn., Sept.

7.

The larg-

est gathering of expert golf players ever Been In this state has been
attracted to this city by the great

open golf tournament, which began
tnla """"nlng on the links of the Town
and Country club. Many of the Play
ers, who intended to take part in the
contests have been here for from
three days to one week and the privileges of the links were extended to
all of them for practice work.
The principal event will be a medal
play contest, 7 holes, with many valuable prlies. There are also several
flne trophies and special prizes to b
nas
i ne tournament
ior.
attracted an unusually large number
of crack players and it Is expected
that a battle royal will be fought out
on the links during this week. The
medal play competition will begin tomorrow morning and will be eonclud- -'
ed on Saturday. All contests will be
In accordance with the rules of the
MOB ATTACKS FOREIGNERS
BUT ONLY SLIGHT DAMAGE United States Golf association.
Toklo, Sept. 6 (Delayed.) The
Harrlman party had an exciting expe- MONTANA FIREMEN
HAVE BARBECUE
rience last night while attending and
returning from the dinner given by
Lewlstown, Mont., Sept. 7. Today
Uaron Sone, minister of finance.
Dr. W. O. I.yle and J. C. McKnight is the principal day of the convention
were caught In the crowd on their , of the State Fireman's association.
way to dinner and stoned. Dr. Lyle wnicn opened nere on Monday. There
being struck by a missile and slightly was a business meeting In the morning, at which many important matters
hurt.
After dinner was over, a detach- were considered and several adment of soldiers escorted the party to dresses on. Important subjects dellT-ere- d
by delegates. There will be anthe legation. A crowd. Btopped U. P.
Schwerin, vice prsident of the Pacific other session In the afternoon and after the session there will be a big
barbecue and a parade of the visitors
with music furnished by the Livingston Fireman's band. The convention
will close tomorrow evening with a
grand celegration at the city hall.

PUTS

IN VERY

BAD

WAY

Indians Have an Outing.
Niagara Falls. N. Y., Sept. 7. The
Tuscarora Indians are holding their
annual outing on their reservation
dedesNaptha
7.
at
works
been
Baku
Sept.
has
Petersburg,
The
St.
and many tourists have gone to the
stroyed
Is
and
factories
all
perate condition of affairs at Baku
and other reservation to attend the games and
govermilitary
authoriworks
by
closed.
The
a telegram from the
shown
contents which form an interesting
nor of Baku, who sent urgent dispat- ties here are hastening as to meas- fenfire of these annual outings. Atcope
situres
with the desperate
to
torney C. II. Piper, of Niagara Falls,
ches to Tiflis, saying that his troops
we're surrounded by Tartars and will uation at Baku. The artil.ery has and Chief (lunah Hill, secretary of
by
dispatched
special trains. the Iroquois Six Nations, are the prininevitably be overwhelmed, unless im- been
The Tartar movement In northern cipal orators of the day.
mediately relieved.
Movement Against the Government. Caucasia is said to be directed prin
Tiflis, Caucasia, Sept. 7. All the elpally against the government.
GOOD ATTENDANCE

"V,

..'

MARQUIS

Toklo, Sept. 5. (Tuesday, 7 p. m.,
delayed In transmission.)
Serious
rioting followed the attack today on
the office of the Kokumin Shtnhun,
the government organ. The mob attacked and burned the official residence of the minister of home affairs,
which was the storm center throughout the day.
Threatened
demonstrations occurred In the neighborhood of the official
homes of Premier Katsura and Baron
Komura, the foreign minister who Is
in the United States; but the police
succeeded In preventing any Injury to
the occupants or damage to the house.
The situation tonight Is threatening.
Turbulent crowds fill the streets.
It Is feared that much damage to
property will be possible under cover
of the darkness.
The streets In the
neighborhood of the Kokumhi Shin-buare closed, and two hundred police form a cordon around the office.
CASUALTIES RECKONED TWO
KILLED. FIVE HUNDRED HURT
Toklo, Sept. 6, 7:00 a. m. (Delayed.) The destruction of small police
continued until midnight.
It Is estimated
that fifteen were
wrecked. Two larger police stations
also were destroyed. The mobs generally prevented damage to adjoining
private property by dragging the police kiosks into the middle of the
streets before applying the torch.
Shortly after midnight another attempt was made against the Kokumin
Shtnhun offices, but the police dispersed the attackers, killing one of
the assailants. The fact thai the man
was cut In the back angered the
crowd, which demanded the arrest of
the policeman.
Detachments of national troops, mo
TMllzed on account of the war, were
called out during the night.
The
crowds cheered the soldiers.
The
principal duty of the soldiers was the
' protection of the police, The anger
of the crowds was chiefly on account
of the closing of HI bay a park, and the
denial of the right to publicly meet in
the park, which is under the charge
of the municipality.
The firemen succeeded In saving
the main structure of the home of the
minister's residence.
Only the out
buildings were destroyed.
It is impossible to secure accurate
figures of the casualties. The Tljl estimates them at two dead and five
hundred wounded, among whom are
one hundred policemen. The wounds
are mostly slight sword thrusts, and
bruises made by stones. The city is
exceedingly quiet this morning.

TARTAR INSURRECTION

'

d
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ship of Utilities in
American Cities.
ARE INVITED BY

OLDEST PRINTER IN
Shelbyviile, Ind., Sept. 7. William
the oldest printer in Indiana, who recently died at Shelbyviile in that state, was a former resident of New Albany, and learned his
trade as a compositor In that city,
having been an apprentice in the office
of the New Albany Gazette in 1831
He afterwards became Interested in
that newsiaper, which was the first
daily published in Indiana. Mr. Greene
was employed nearly
of
a century ago on the old Louisville
Journal. After holding positions on
various Indiana county papers, he
went back to New Albany and remained there for five years. In ISil
he published the Crawford County
Whig at Leavenworth, continuing
it
for a year. Returning to New Albany,
he remained There until 1S54, and
since then he has been connect d
with newspapeis of central Indiana.
He was married in New Albany in

- MAYORS MEET

AND

PARTY

I

J

L

'

ASSURED AT FAIR
"C'OUI'OKAI."

JAM E r! TANNER.
Tanner lost Ixith les at the
buttle cif Hull Hun. He was
born In Kichmondville, N. Y., in 1844.
His battle cry uT present Is to 'nave
tie government pension every veteran,

('orpiinil James Tanner, who
from Denver state Is certain
to be the next commander-in-chieof
the (I. A. It. is extremely popular with
the old soldiers. While commissioner
of pensions under President Harrison,
troni isy.t to lSli.'i, be ctrtalnly stirred tiiiniis up, and was a political factor of great consequence.
f

CONFERENCE

sec-on-

STILL ON STRIKE

TODAY

I

whether disabled in the war or uot,
the pension depending on the length

of se: Vice.

Tanner Is at present a pension
torney In Washington, I. C.

at-

OF DELEGATES

FROM NORWAY AND SWEDEN
Karlsted, Sweden, Sept. 7. The
confeience of delegates from Norway
uss the
and Sweden, appointed to
dissolution of the union of the two
countries, aJjourueJ until September

MAIL WAGON DRIVERS ARE

M, to enable the debates to return
i.i;rtals ami coa-t- .
tn ttieir
The rer with their governments.
sult of ti:TTr deliberations Is very un- -

i

J

certain

New
Yoik, Sept. 7. The United
States mail delivery wagons, whose
oj. rations in the great business and
hoiel center of New York city, between
street
the battery and Forty-secon-

ers last night, were today in partial
operation only. The strike lias not
Interfered with the rapid handling of
ma.l matter.

IT WAS NOT

CHOLERA INCREASING

CRITTENDEN

WHO DIED

were lnterf"ted
lion

New

with by the strike of
York mall company's driv-

tirsi-clas-

IN GERMAN CAPITAL

Cilocusler, Mass., Sept. 7. The reBerlin, Sept. 7.The official bulleport that former (lovernor T. T. Crit- tin announces fifteen new cases of
tenden, of Missouri, had died here cholera and six deaths, reiorteJ durwas an error. The man who died was ing twenty four hours, ending at noon
a cousin of the former governor, havtoday, makiug a total of 105 cases and
thirty-twing t lie same initials.
deaths.

FROM THE TOWNS .OUT WEST
ALONG THE SANTA FE PACIFIC.

Special to Tiie Citizen.
Williams, Ariz., Sept. 7. I am
here billing this town and vicinity
witli big posters announcing the
fact that the "best ever" will be
held In Albuquerque
September
is, lit, i'o, i, i- and :':!, and I am
p.cpared to Bay that Williams, in
every town along the Santa
F- - Pacific, will
send big delegations to the fair.
A ear load of horses, runners,
trotters, pacers and for stock
purposes, will be shipped from
Williams in time for the fair.
tKvery one in Western Arizona
has prospered the past year,
and many of them will spend a
vacation of a week or two In tlie
There-tore- ,
New Mexico metropolis.
look for a Ms crowd from
western Arizona.
II. S. KNIGHT.
I 1IM M I(
fa-c-

ttM t

tt
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FARMING

THE EVENING CITIZEN DRY
Puhllnhfd Daily and Weekly by

the

fcull at rtifBaa
mailt

for transmlasion through th
second claas mutter.

UNip n Qw) La be

THIRD STREET

OF MORE

VALOE THAN IRRIGATION

Citizen Publishing Company

This Is True of New Mexico Where Areas Reclaim

Irrigation

Meat Market

Official Paper of Borr.lillo Count)
It Is not nt all rare for good crops siderod ail vlsal.le' Hy even the most
to l.o
own In Colorado without irri- - Hl.eial minded fanner, and that there
gation, even under the haphazard are In preparation for crops next year

lUtotlitrd Pr

Aftfrnoon Dl'patrhei.
City im) County Circulut en.
Tht larfrnt Nfw Wflco Circulation.
Largest Northern Arlioni Circulation

Urgrt

J. E. KRAFT.
A,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant hlock, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company
Both phones. Appointments made by --It
mall.
DR.

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Bui! ling. North Third Street,

Automatic Telephone,
Smoke the White

Lily

No.
:S0

Telephone
by mull.

OFFICE

462.

Appointments

CLOSED

GUST 28.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CapitaJ and Surplus

made

UNTIL

$100,000

AU-

LAWYERS.
Cigar.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
K If
Albuquerque,
Prompt attention given to all
pertaining to the profession.
HI practice In ai) court" of the terri
tory and before thi United Btates lard
ATTORN

CO.

Staple and Fancy

n

fes-tiv-

one-thir-

--

N. M.
DuMnexs

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

l

TafTtf

office.

Ira M. Bond.
82 F street, N.
ATTORN
o. Pev.slons, lands,
W.f Washington,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims.

WITH AMPLE MEAN8
FACILITIES

i--.

R. W. D.

ATTORNEY
N. M. orllce,

Thos. F. Kclehcr

F. C. PRATT

Montezuma Trust Co.

Edmund J, Alger, D. D 8.
U6 Railroad avenue
ottice hours
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3 p. m. to t

p. m.

174.

JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
over 4011 acres more. In the Immediate
way of tilling.
For two years the vicinity. Near Cheyenne Wells there
YV. Railroad
113
Denver Water Coniany has been suc Is another of these farms, and in every
Avenue.
Terms of subscription:
cessfully cultivating a farm of two case the most unloosed for and con
Daily by mail, on year In advance
vlnclug
has been encountered
So
pelly hy mail, one month
thousand acres mar Morrison with This is .success
farming without litigation
Weekly by mail, one year
PIONEER BAKERY
2.0 scarcely any nrtifical application of
without a drop of water outside of
SIMON SMALLING. Proprietor.
water. The farm was originally tilled the natural rainfall.
(Success, to Balling Bros.)
bally by Carrier, 60c per month with irrigation, but in a dry year the There Is in progress of organization
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
big
a
largest
combination of the
land
We desire patronage and we guarThe Evening Citizen will be drliTered in tin company was compelled to withhold owners in eastern Colorado whose
My at the low rate of 20 centu per week, or for Ge
the water, and in spite of that fact wile object Is to encourage the culti- antee first class baking.
Bant per month, when paid monthly.
Albuquerque.
found that it was. by close cultiva vation of the arid soli by nienas of 2"7 8. First Street.
tion, able to grow an almost com- the Campbell system, and thereby
Idrertlslng Rates Made Known on Appllcatloi.
plete crop. Since then it has con- more than double the value of the
vast tracts that lie east of the mounA farm site will be selected PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
fcarawrihars will oonfer a favor by not if ins us ducted the farm on much the same tains.
lines as those adopted by Prof. Camp from the holdings of each man and
hnnediately on any
BRUSHES
of the paper.
bell after years of experimenting. under the personal direction of an
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
expert
intensive farmer employed by One gallon Ixvoe's Paint Covers
AD latter and remittance should be addreesed tt. Near Erie this year a farmer has avTlla CrnrBN Publishing Company. Draft, eraged thirty-fou- r
bushels of wheat to the association, it will be cultivated Three hundred square feet two coats.
accrding
to the new method. The sucyfthack. poatofnee and expreea money orders the acre on sixty acres of land that
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
be made payable to UM order of the was above any ditch, an average that cess that has so far attended every
'nut
ampany.
r
could not have been secured in 1111 effort of those interested In this kind 409 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
nuis. Ntar Cheyenne Wells there have of farming, warrants the prediction
OUR TILt'HONII
years
a
wiihin
few
the whole of
been heavy crops grown this year that
Established in 1S82
Automatic 183.
without Irrigation, through following eastern Colorado, for ages a barren
Bell
plain,
will
garden
one
be
Bpots
of the
the Campbell system. Both in this and
&
former years splendid crops have been of the world, a monument to the skill
of
man,
the
brain
of
and an everlast- Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
matured by the natural rainfall In
ing triumph over the conditions of an
va.lous sections of the West.
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
It has been shown that the natural unfavorable environment.
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
Granite Flour.
Another point that is not generally
rainfall of this region, about fourteen
lushes annually, is sufficient to ma- known is the fact that the United
ture a crop of grain if It is properly States government has recently purdistributed during the seasons and chased DiO acres In the southwestern
RATES TO THE
happens to come at the critical stage corner of Eagle county, with part in
Groceries
high
LAS VEGAS FAIR. of growth. This distribution cannot Garfield and Pitkin counties,
upon being made prop- above the ditch line, where the only
depended
be
The following are the rates over a.l
year afte year, but the Camp- moisture possible must come from na- Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
railroads in New .Mexico to the noith-er- erly
r experiments
bell
have proved that ture itself, which will be cultivated
Earth.
New Mexico fair and fall
proper
soil with a under the direction of government excultivation
of
at I. as Vegas, as secured liy the view to allowing It totheconserve
perts.
in
The
wo.k
is
of
the
nature
the
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
fair management:
moisture will carry the crop over an 'experiment and when the govern
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rai- the
parr,
ment
iias
214
concluded
its
state
the
lapses between rains and give reSouth Second Street.
lwayOne and
cents per sults, taking one year with
another, Agricultural college will continue to
mile each way. con
investigations.
duet
equal to those secured in the Missx
Denver & Rio Grande From
What can be clone In eastern Colovalley non-1- , rieated sections.
east, one tare for the round issippi
lie
can
.Mexico,
rado
New
in
done
and
W.
The promise .is for even better retrip.
say wiihin W per cent of the with t ven better results. It is not too
CONTRACTOR
Colorado & Southern One fare for sults;
AND BUILDER.
say,
much
years
to
five
that
within
yield
through Initiation,
secured
ne round trip to Trinidad from all
which has the added advantage of re- New Mexico will have hundreds and
New Mexico nolnts
Office and Factory
newing t.ir scil while it gives assur- hundreds of farms where crops will
EI Paso & Southwestern
One fare ance of crops.
lie raised in abundance yea; ly by the
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
lor tne round trip.
Fall p;nv;u ; and
ar u;e of the Campbell cultivation ine th.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Santa Fe Central One fare for the
recr.si'led aids to irrigation or to uds. New Mexican.
round trin.
fatrilng
it. and there Is nothPecos Valley Lines Over those ing le-- without
In (he Camphill syten) that What the Campbell System Promises. Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 203.
reacmng Roswell
Add to Colorado as it is today an X X- X X- X X X- -X
and southeastern a sensible farmer cannot see would
X- -X
X
New Mexico, one fare for the round
be of benefit to his crop under any average state of the Mississippi valtrip.
ley, to its population the farming
rainfall conditions. It offers a logical population
&
of one of these, to its farm
solution of the problem of farming products
MINERAL SURVEYS IN
support
those
which
INSURANCE,
FIRE
the
REAL
ESTATE,
areas
the
vast
of Colorado that so
NEW MEXICO APPROVED. far havn
I'eupie or sucn a one, and some idea
LOANS
tw Won
l,e
of what this state is
Automatic phone 451.
The following mineral purveys were under cultivation, and it cannot be ,'an1 l,;C0111ff,rn1(11
lf, t",e Campbell system of
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
pprnvea uy smveyor General M. O. too strongly urged upon farmers, on "!llini'r
rovt'8 the success
Llewellyn, for New Mexico, during thv commeicial bodies and all who are hH'.e ,nria
'S
CXVCCt-tha- t
eV.,ry
t0,
progress
interested in the
r?a8on
of the state,
month of August:
fUlath 8 ""w-- 1,"..wn; CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
the system be given the fullest
"hti"f
The Key group, consisting of the
is
!)llt
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
,th,at
tests
impressed
and its advantages
Key, Key No. 2, Key No. 3, Grand Mo
Wholesale and Retail
the people who are eager ior I','r the, VOVutetUm of an Eastern state,
sul ana uora ti. lotie mining claims, upon
ls
,,l,,urle 0')(;nei1 bofore
HIDES. PELTS . AND WOOL
situate in the Silver Mountain mlnina land and will gladly occupy and cul- - ,h;:e
BnMcr than its strongest
J. B. yVac.MANUS. Mgr.
all In the state that Is now ra,(,
district, in Socorro county. The Mine
502 South First Street
if there is good reason to expect n"lrs have
Both Phones
company of Socorro
ueveiopment
Re- - , The exeI'r''"ent3 of Prof. Campbell
made the application and Deputy to earn a living from
ave Rone far and are in their effect
publican
United States .Mineral Surveyor Oliver
conclusive that In some degree every
E.
n. Dinun mane me surveys.
acre of prairie or valley land In this
The Gold Star group, consisting of
Dry Farming In the West.
state has a farming value at least
FIRE
me uum star ana little Tom Lode min- equal to that of the productive areas
In these days of Irrigation
INSURANCE.
ing claims, situate in the Silver Moun- ment by the United States advancegovern- - of Illinois. They promise that in a
Secretary Mutual Buildlngf Associatain mining district. In Socorro county. ment, it seems idle to sepak of dry few years their productive vplue will tion. Office at J. C Baldrldge's LumJames T. Fitch and C. T. Brown were farming in the arid region. Yet dry be fully equal to the best of
ber yard.
the
the applicants' and O. R. Smith made
ls winnings Its victories and irrigated sections of the United States,
the surveys.
will be the method in the future in re- - By the least measure of success the
TOTI & GRADI
The Crestone group, consisting of claiming thousands and even
experiments have already benefited
the Crestone, Golden Surprise No. 1, of acres of land In the Rocky millions
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Moun- - this
western country Inestimably,
nd Golden Surprise No. 2, situate in tain states and territories which can They have alieady given a permannet
Grain and Fuel.
the Silver Mountain Mining district. never be reached by Irrigation ditches value to every acre of tillable land In Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
In Socorro county. Application
and Cigars. Place your orders for
This method of dry faimlng or Camp Colorado, and If they continue to
ty C. T. Brpwn and surveys mademade
by bell soil culture is being tried with stand the tests of the seasons for a
this line witli us.
O. R. Smith.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
remarkable success in eastern Colo- few years more they will make every 213
rado, and eastern New Mexico will acre that is now open to settlement
RATON THE SCENE OF
not be slow in following this example, under the land laws of the federal XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
A BOLD ROBBERY.
for Its farmers are progressive. What government worth as much a3 one in
S
m SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
One of the boldest robberies ever Is being done in Colorado In that any eastern state.
Such a discovery requires time to
committed in Raton took place Sat- direction should be an Incentive and
S. S. PEARLSTINE
urday night when thieves broke In great encouragement to the people of work its full adaptation and allow its H
the glass front door of the pawn shop this territory, not a few of whom full appi aisement, but enough has H 212i'2 South Second street.
h
owned by E. N. S. Redak, and car- - have believed that agricultural pro been done to point to a much greater 4
Auto Phone, 323.
M
ried away $7"l worth of goods, in- gress in New Mexico is out of the future for this state and to encourage
cluding rifles, revolvers and jewels. question, except under rrservolrs to the location of lands that are now XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
The miscreants did not take the be built by the United States Reclam- to be had for the asking, but that in
trouble to open the show cases, but ation Service, which It make take an a few years it will be of high value. The
smashed the,m. They tried to dispose other decade to complete, and which It is enough to encourage the farmers
of the plunder in town. Raton off- altogether, as far as planned,' will re of the east to head for Colorado and
Company,
icers were notified, and as two men claim less than a quatter of a million take up lands; enough to assure that
Successors to Edwards
armed with rifles had been seen on a of acres, while over 70,1100,000 acres it will not be many years before the
freight train near Starkville, a hot remain arid.
easte; n part of Colorado will be one
307 West Railroad Avenue.
For instance: Few peole know that immense farm, with Denver the mepursuit followed, until it was learned
Oay or Night
that the men were a deputy sheriff within 5 miles of Denver, there Is tropolis of a farming section yielding 80th 'Phones.
one farm with forty acres producing annually treble the output of all our
of Starkvllle and companion,
wanderful crops from seed planted a mines and present farms combined
and companion.
DCXXOC OGOOCOOCXXXXXXXX
montn to six weeks later than Is con- - Denver Republican
WANT TITLE TO FAIR
REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
GROUNDS AT ROSWELL.
Gold Crowns,
8.00;
Fillings,
The city of Roswell brought stilt
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with-ou- t
.
the other day In the' district court of
pain, 60c. All guaranteed.
Chaves county against B. F. Daniels,
to clear the title 'to the southwest
quarter of the southeast quarter ana
the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section 31, township
(The presence of Asiatic cholera in Germany along the Weiehsel river
10 south, range 24 east, the deseiip-tioof which ls more easily under- and in the Philippines at Manila is causing no end of alann and arousing
stood to be the fair grounds west of fresh interest in l his deadly disease. It is known as cholera indicus. It
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
town, says the Record. It Is alleged has existed permanently at Calcutta and the southern part or Bengal since
that the plaintiff Is the owner of the 1M7. at least. However, there Have been epidemics of it antedating the
Boom iL N. T. Armijo Kldg.
fair grounds and that the land was Christian era.)
xooepooooooo
Cause: The "comma bacillus."
sold by what was purorted to be a
The bacillus is a slightly curved rod of microscopic size.
tax sale, that was not legal. The
was discovered by K xh in
The
plaintiff asks that this alleged sale
W. L. TBIAIBLE & CO.
It is quite resistant to cold, but Is rapidly dest roved by diving or boilbe set aside and the title made clear.
LIVERY.
SALE FEED AND TRANSing.
FER STABLES
WORK STARTED ON
The bacillus is usually confine t.. the intestines of the patient
llor.-e- s
and Mules bought and exIt affects the system by poisoning It.
ELECTRIC POWER HOUSE.
changed.
Cases of cholera commence with nausea, restlessness and chilly sensa-tiouslUCST
Work has begun on the new power
Tl'RNOUTS IN THE CITY
house for the Las Vegas Electric
Second stre. t, between Railroad and
This ls followed with violent and frcqurnt
vomiting and
diarrhoea,
Railway & Light company, at Las vertigo.
Coppe r avenue's.
Vegas. The building of brick and
In from one to six hours buying of the ears, palpitation of the heart,
Rtone will cost $15o,immj. Work on pressure over the slotnach, an
Jacobsen
Sisters, dressmakers and
anxiom, gray face, and blueiiess of the ladies' tailors,
'he extensions to the trolley line, whole sin tare supervene.
have returned to 4ol
which will double Its length in that
North Fifth street.
in the stomach and in the re;;on ,,f the heart are often
Pains
sever.' '
city, will k t a t soon. Plans have b en and cratiips occur In the calves
and anus.
APPLY TO MRS. HEALD, 805
drawn for a new
brick
patient
constantly
The
suffers
fron
thirst.
EAST GRAND
block for the Anna Pura company and
COLORADO
Temperature remains at '.'5 degn.s, and the pulse seldom exceeds 'PHONE 62. (3 AVENUE.,
rings), FOR PRIVATE
ttie contract will be let in a few days. 1"'). Respiration increases.
INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
Theie is a discharge In appearance like rice water from the bowels
LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.
PURELY HOME PRO- Patients sink into a somnolent stav and then a comatose condition
may be followed by death or sudden Improvement, which may be
This
DUCTS ON EXHIBITION
followed bv convalescence or a fatal uncoiiscii,usi,css.
Of mild cases, about Do per cent are faiul. Of more severe cases, aUmt
The display now to be seen in the !'! per cent.
wp
CURE THC LUNGS
windows of Till.- Globe btore is both
Care, nursing, stimulants, opium an. astringents are used In treating
a novel and instructive one. Every
!:o!era.
Some' success has attended the' inject ion of salt solution.
e
W,TH
article th. re
Is manufaca inoculation has been attemptel. w ith partly sucee.-sfeffee t.
tured by a pu.cly borne institution,
Cholera Is s.iid to be Hot contaglo js, i,t
f,.,.t
Vprend
,ijs,.as
from the raw materials that is pro- by wa'er or food con! wninate d by dl charges from the bowels
of cholera
duced by our own mountains, plains Miller. !'S.
and valltys.
The Cn'-.States bad a liole-rmie in Is:!.'. It was brought from
e.ddi
You will save ni"ny ly buying
ONSUIWPTIOr.
Pries
Ireland P. Oi.'boc by iiniiiigrantts fro-Ireland. It e'nte.o.l
the United
tht se goods. The mills hut: piuced States at lietroit, and ih. nce
FOR I QUGHSand
60c 4 $1.00
through lln west to t)n Pacific coast
l.uoii skirts on fail' at i lie Globe and to New Orleans.
WOLDS
Fret Trial.
Btore. You wiil be repaid, and proud
iil.-.The ili- is.'
in America in ISIS and IV. 2 and UC-C- .
Bluest and Uuickest Cure for all
of what ou will
of Nt w Mexico's
Cases were also i.p.jit.d in New Orleans in IV:!. and there were a
THROAT ami L1INO XKOUB-Ui- S,
most important induvry thee;, and Iw in the port of .W.v York in 1VJ2. brought
fr.un
Ilaml.uig.
The
United
or MONE1 BACK.
woo).
states troops loun it in the Philippines in lMt'.r.
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CARDS

DENTISTS,

HEAL
INSUHANCi:.
ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Itiock, Albuquerque
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B. A. SLEYSTER

Able By That Means Exceed Those Where
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AND UNSURPASSED

THE

Bryan.

Albuquerque,
.National Bank build-i- n

BANK

.

t'lrsi

well

Crom-

John H. Stlngle.

ATTORNET-AT-LAHulte 18, N. T.
Armijo building, Albuquerque. N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

rooms
Albuquerque, N.
46-4-

M.

CONTRACTOR

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

HAYDEM

-

e

-

RANKIN

,

Walllng-ford-

DEPOSITORY

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

Barnett building,

w'"

Col-tlvat-

e

ad-Idl- e

l"-"e1- .

It.-D- enver

A.

WALKER,

AND
,'

FE RAILWAY

Both 'phones.

&

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Esti
mates cheerfully furnished; lob work so
licited. Automatic 'phone TH: Shop 111
North second atreet. Albuquerque. N. M.

FIRST
NATIONAL

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

C. H. Connor, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Oflteo
pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
Offlice
treated.
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.09

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS.... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Dr. J, E. Bronaon.
Homeopathic 1'hyslclan.
17.
W hltln
Room

Block.

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

THE

surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date, appioved, scl
entitle methods. Office at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone. 3: auto., 122.

OF

Mrs. Alice Cobura Hayward, clair-

NATIONAL

BANK

L13UUi:iQUE
$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since ttie establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers,
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities. we would like

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
annointment.

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman,
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng' V
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw

d. a.

Mcpherson, vice Pres.

ROY McDONALD,

Asst. Cashier.

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

ing.
DAY. AND

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
and Gold avenue.

STATE

CAPITAL .
DEPOSITS

CLAIRVOYANT.

CO.

.,.,.0fn i,.,bt

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STRICKLER. V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson
As.t Cs.hi.P.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ABNot
C' BALDR.DGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E , CROMWE L L

x-z-- x-x-i

n

H.

CAPITAL, $160,000.00

Office
N. M.

block, Albueuerque,

COMMERCE

''0JKMB0DT..

EXTENDS

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEV-AT-LA-

OF

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, C71.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone. Mi.

0
0

A

g

215-21- 7

Fuehr
Undertaking

SOME FACTS ABOUT

ASIATIC CHOLERA

1

.

;

ROSA FUTRELLE

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquer
que, after September 24.

e

Anti-chol-

ul

BrTKing's
Hew Discovery

...

-.

m--

I

couch

N

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
CORBET

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1
M

ASSAYERS.
&

Civil and Mining

NAPE A C H&PQ.

"OLD RELIABLE"

E

WHOLESALE

K

Look Out for Sharpers

Also look where you can get Cutlery
that is and will stay sharp.
We have the exclusive agency for

the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
the very jest Cutlery at prices you
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
these goods are guaranteed.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
1 25
A two dollar razor for
1 75
The finest made for
Scissors, 4 inch
25
Scissors, four and a half inch...
30
Scissors, five inch
35
Scissors, six inch
40
Shears, seven and a half inch..
35
Shears, eight and a half inch....
45
Very
best butcher knives, six

Flour,

M
M

j

Carrie

H
H

RAILROAD3 TICKETS.

Cut Rates.
Tor reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen s Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
TRY OUR
AND
MEATS
A

M
M

7

SAUSAGES

and

Provisions.
of,

Farm and Freight Wagons

R KAILR0AD

AVENUE

xxzxxxxxx
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ti-

M
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CEMENT SIDEWALKS
W are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justb
flee us In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our price will
compart favorably with reeponsibl competition.

LAUGDLIN

HYDRAULIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PIIONK 711

1st.

Michael's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

The

Forty-Seven-

DL.UUNO

Year

th

sDLZ,r

1

.

BRO. BOTULPH,

GIRLS

!

GIRLS

!

IfUU

,

PRESIDENT

j

GIRLS

0

!

Both Phones.

There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
TYPEWRITERS.
But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
xceia them all. Then it has a TABand MIMEOGRAPH

3
3

MIDNIGHT LUNCH

MARKET

W. Gvld Avenue

ULATOR

Grain

Specially Fine Line

UNION
--

GROCER

the Largest and Moat Extensive Stock
staple Groceries In the Southwest.

40

Best razor straps at 25 and
50
10
Glass cutters, good quality
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
122 North Second Street.
Win. Dolde, Proprietor.

FRESH

1878

PUTNEY

L. B.

h

BED-ROC-

Inch

ESTABLISHED

B

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2iT8
West Gold Avenue, ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms.
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lota on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This is a good investment
and will double in price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but veiy few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will leceive prompt attention.

two-stor-

KILLthi

GIDEON,

attach-

ment, without extra charge.
Corr- spondence solicited. N. W. Alger.
general agent, 124 South Walter St.

After the show, or after cards;

fact, after any entertainment,
have a little lunch." houllion,
raiehit, chocolate or any of thuM? delicious daintie-- that can he
prepared cm a gas range, without changing your gown. You
can do this if you have a gas range.

a host can smile and say: "Let's

in

s

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

ALHUQUEKOUE KVENING CITIZEN.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albuquerque Always Booms In the Winter

V

PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
Residence Lots Eastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only $100,
$150, $200 per lot. YOU CAN A j
r
Aa r
.1. .
per wbbk
DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING 51 u uown- -ji
A LOT NOW.
A

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

ML

W. H.

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

aa

ata'tot

m

vtsssm

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

kshmsur

nrgaryw

BETsgaaw

so
Mr. Engol finds himself
congenially located that he will remain at the resort a week or two. It
Is understood that Mr. Merritt was In
these immediate parts to Investigate
the building stone and rubber plant
propositions.

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. D.

mxs!

r?- -

Kwan

X. M.

It

f

Just Received
of everything new and nobby In the fur-

A large

assortment

niture line. Our mammoth

a

A GREAT

fur-

niture emporium is replete with
everything to make housekeeping pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbook.
It will pay you to Investigate
our stock before purchasing.
We can furnish your home complete. Special attention given to
mail orders. "Get the Habit."

The Best Hot Weather Medicine
SALE TEN MILLION BOXES A TEAR

Pilsner Beer

NORTH
ROAD

a north and south road, and skirts
through the slate of Indiana to the
Kentucky line at Louisville at an average speed of forty miles an hour.
On a branch of this loal, fioni Orleans, is located the famous Svesi
reHaden and French Lick Springs
sorts, and these two resorts are visited by many thousands of people
each year. Judge Fields Is known ir.
many Albuquerque citizens, and they
will be pleased to learn that he
surunderwent ft successful
He
gical operation for appendicitis.
may visit Albuquerque during the coming fair.

An

Dro?rists
"B7

PREVENT

ALL SUMMER

YESTERDAY

S BASE

BALL.

American League.
R
0

H

2

7

d

te

City-Omah- a

trav-Qulnc-

'

.

n

-

tM

n

1

de-rie-
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s

1

!

slammed down for eight hits, result
ing in six tallies, while Glaze allowed
but one scratch hit and shut the
"champions" out. The scores of the
Silverton games were as follows:
8, Las Vegas 2; Las Vegas 1,
Silverton 0; Silverton 6, Las Vegas 0.

1

1

1

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Residence Auto. 'Phono No. 29Q
Bell 'Phone No. 115 '

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Embalmer

The fair association officers held a
meeting this morning, at which was
decided the important considerations
In connection with the base ball tournament, says the Las Vegas Optic. It
was decided to make the total purse
$850, divided as follows, if as many as
three teams enter:
First prize $500, second prize $250,
third prize $100.
All teams must enter the list of
players before Sept. 18. The players
must be certified to as having been
playing with the team before that date
and no player may be signed or played j
who had not become a member of the i
team before September 18.
It Is regarded as certain that teams
from Alb'iquerquo, Santa Fe and Las
Vegas will be here and it is possible
that the six teuins entered at the Albuquerque fair will desire to contest
for the Las Vegas prize. It Is expected
ihat the touri anient will open the
first day of fair week.
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COMMERCIAL

City Undertake,

eR$5k
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The El Paso II'owps had little trouble ln defeating the Fort Bliss soldiers
on Labor day by a score of 2 to 0.
Wldman pitched for the Browns and
Loring was In the box for the soldiers.
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VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
The best machine in the
world. This is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,000 in use.
If you
are interested ln tvDewri- ters call or address

'''''UuiUiM'T.f
ffm-rv-

"

A doen of the Mcintosh Browns
ambled out to Traction park yesterday
for a littie practice, but the field was
too wet for playing as the result of
Tuesday's
Apparently
rain.
the
Browns themselves are convinced that
they need practice.

GEO,

I,

RAMSEY

401 W. R. R. Ave.
General Agent for
New Mexico

COMPLETE PLANT OF
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BEBBER OPTICAL COMPANY
HAS THE ONLY LENS GRINDING
PLANT IN NEW MEXICO
IS
IN
STRICTLY UP TO DATE
EVERY PESPECT.

the ptogressive and up to
date industries of Albuqueique, the
Belilier Optical company holds rank
among the first. Dr. Ot G. Bebber,
the proprietor of this c :cern, came
to Albuquerque several ' ars ago ind
established himself In t .e optical business. He has kep' ace witn the
times, and had a led to his stock
from time to time u:.til his recent addition, that r.' installing a complete
lens grinding ; ' int, has placed his
business above any In the tenltory.
Dr. Hebber Is a graduate optician, a
member of the New Mexico board of
examiners in optometry, and Is con
sidered one of the lending opticians In
the west today. He is prepared to fit
glasses for all delects of vision, and
carries a complete line of fine goods.
In addition to the optical department,
the doctor has added a department
devoted to kodak supplies, lie handles the famous Eastman goods, the
name of which Is the guaiantee. Dr.
Hebber is located at 118 Cold avenue.
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QUICKEL

&

BAR AND

BOTHE

Proprietor,

ROOMS

CLUB

FLNK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

Cuttings; Ore, Coal and

Iron and Bra

ALBUQUERQUE

Lumtxr Can; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grad
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
J&
Fronts (or Buildings.
REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS,

Ye Scribe Gets Back.
Wondt r why it Is that people get
over nothing. Even if there is
to be a w edding and hey don't
know who, they think the writer

MILL

AND

MINING

ON

j

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
MACHINERY

R. P. HALL Proo.

A

ALBL'QL'tBQL'E.

NlW MEIICO

an-gr- y

I

means them and hint around that the
had better keep his mouth shut.
.
U'b. n he said there was to lie u
be knows who, ami the couple
new he was telling the truth but said
nothing about it. Kefore the Moon
reaches jta readers, it will be Mr. ;nd
Mrs. Timothy Smith, not lis. Ella I
Now, wish this couple much happiness and tn on rejoicing and wonder
when I lie bells will ring again. Won't
be long. Middle linn correspondence

wn'er

wed-c.i'g-

I'.ellbronk

O.)

Moon.

'

rm-r't-

Pn.-'.u-

Colo. Phone 93
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ASK FOR DIAMOXD ICE.

Ai A

The Optic says: It is seldom that Detroit
two brotheis' go out on the road in Chicago

s

TROUBLES

Auto. Phono 292.

At Detroit

--

cOWL

South wes torn Pre wery & Ice Company

Second game
pies of this. Perhaps the strangest h
Monday morning when En- - Detroit
0
0
"l luc """J
gincer Will Trainer and Fireman Cliff
J;
15 16
IS INTERRUPTED
Is the opposition of the Texas snip- - Trainei. ot t 8 veeas. brothers, went Chicago'
II H
At Cleveland
pers.
out together on an engine pulling an1 Cleveland
6 14
extra freight train on the south end.' St. Louis
CONTRACTORS BLASTING SOUTH ROADMASTERS' CONVENTION
2
10
sep-- j
However,
they
now
have
been
'
SMASHING
OF RATON TUNNEL
AT NIAGARA FALLS
At Boston
R H
Cliff Trainer having
arated,
Flieman
1
6
Boston
POLES AND WIRES AD LIBITUM.
The twenty-thirannual convention been assigned to the 819, with En-- , ' Philadelphia
8
,2
of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance gineer Al Davis.
R H
At Washington
Considerable Interruption of tele- of Way association will be held at
0
7
graph service on the Western Union Xiagara Falls, X. Y., beginning on
Trygve Xegaard, a member of the Washington
5
2
lines between Raton and this city and September 12. The program includes arnl' engineering corps of Xorway, Xew York
other parts of New Mexico has been reports of committees uuon the fol-- ! and Prof- - KJolseth, an instructor at
League.
National
the rule of lute, on account of the lowing subjects:
Skienttordets
mechanical and
R H E
At Philadelphia
carelessness and lack of consideration
2
0
1
"Ties Wood, Metal and Composi electrical institute in that country. Brooklyn
conUcj
by
rights
of others
the
for
nuea
ieB maKing an Philadelphia
3
1
3
E. McXeil. chairman, Santa fre ln, lnf
tlon,"
J.
w
blasting
a roadbed Fe ! os Angeles Cal
tractors ho are
lnvestiSatlon for the Xorwegian govfor the double trark of the Santa Fe
ernment as to the kind of engines for
Western League.
as in Use Today-B- est
"Hand
railway at the south end of the Ra- Wav and Cars
At Sioux City-Si- oux
umcui la.nnus,
Means for Keenlnir Them In uao " Luc
conton tunnel at I.yi:n station. The
game
Repair," F. M. Rummel, chairman.
It is reported that the Baldwin Lo- on account of wet grounds. postponed
tractor who sotm. to care as much L k
Southern;
Michigan
expects
year
works
to
comotive
this
....
.
.
i
...
for others rights as a salamander Aurian, 3iicn.
At St. Joseph
break its 1903 record when it turned
cares for :t fly, does Malting wotk in
Moines game postSt. Joseph-De- s
"Comparative Merits of the Differ- out 2,047 locomotives. During the
biich a manne" t.a to blow down poles ent Kinds of Hallast, (Jiving Depth Un
poned on account of wet grounds,
year,
present
first
six
months
of
the
and so as der Tie with Comparative Cost Per 1.000
ani bteak wires f eiiw-M'locomotives werp built and it Is
American Association.
to generally interrupt telegraph ser- Cubic Yard in Track." T. H. Burke, expected
the nroduetion for the
At Minneapolis
vice for hours. This is the cause for chairman, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. entire yearthat
will
2,100.
be
Minneapolis
2
the lateness and at times paucity of Paul, Chillicothe, Mo.
2
Kansas City
tlie telegraph report received lately
The Rock Island and Its allied
"Shimming of Track," John J. King,
At Indianapolis
by this paper. The Citizen does not
Chicago,
Burlington & roads, especially the Choctaw,
Indianapolis
6
know who is to blame and therefore
eises the richest sections of Okla- - Louisville
Galesburg, 111.
9
calls upon the division superintendent
"Track, Service and Line," E. A. Iloma and Indian Territory.
At St. Paul
of the Western Union at Donver to Theed, chairman. Lake Shore & Michi
3
St. Paul
have this matter straightened out and gan. Southern, Laporte, Ind.
Definitions.
Milwaukee
8
that promptly. Under Xew Mexico
(By a Pessimist.)
Timothy
Hickey,
Joints,"
"Rail
statutes any persons Interfering with chairman, Michigan Central, St, ThoMajesty Something that goes with
The Las Vegas Blues, "the Cham
or obstructing telegraph lines or wires mas, Ont.
the divine rights of kings and Is equal- plons of the southwest," (?) were
are liable to criminal prosecution and
ly
fictitious.
"Best Method of Unloading, Distribmost thoroughly trounced In the last
punishment. The evening papers tak- uting and Laying Xew Rails and SpacSofa Pillow A harmless product of game witn snverton.
Cable was
ing Associated Press dispatches on ing of Ties," S. S. Sampson, chairman, a mild mania.
this circuit pay heavy tolls and do not Frisco, Springfield, Mo.
Jealousy An acute form of
appreciate the contractors' doing the v"Xew and Improved Appliances for
least bit. Mr. Gargan, the Western Use on Maintenance of Way," Walter
Handsaw Something different from THE GOVERNMENT WILL
Union division superintendent at Den- A. Hill, chairman, Xatlonal railway of a hawk.
REPAIR FLOOD DAMAGE,
ver Is a careful and efficient official Aiexico, Mexico.
Farming The simplest thing that
and hence The Citizen calls his attenPapers will be presented on "Build- an amateur falls down on.
AND WILL PURtion to this very unsatisfactory state ing and Maintaining Track Suitable
Engagement An option of two per AT CARLSBAD,
of affairs.
for the Present Tonnage and Rolling sons upon each other that sometimes j CHASE IRRIGATION COMPANY'S
PLANT.
Equipment," by A. Morrison, Pitts- results in marriage.
VIEWS OF SHIPPERS ON
Goat A butter that is not churned.
burg, Pa., and by E. E. Russell Trat-maA dispatch
from Roswell to the
Charity Surprising others by givand W. M. Camp, Chicago, upon
THE RATE CONTROL
Denver News, and dated September
subjects to be selected by themselves. ing.
5,
says:
Ham Depends upon whether you
There Is much rejoicing In the Pemean porcine or Thespian.
SEVENTY PER CENT ON SANTA ENGINEER'S NERVE SAVES
cos
valley over the announcement
"OWL" FROM DISASTER
Music Misnomer for certain noises.
FE SYSTEM OPPOSED TO FURSardines Small fish that are pack- that the government has offered to
A Los Angeles dispatch says:
THER POWER, NEW MEXICO IN
purchase
the plant of the Pecos Irried like street car patrons.
Passengers who arrived In this city
gation company that was damaued by
THE LIST.
Hoods at Carlsbad this year. The ofon the Southern Pacific "Owl" train
Guess Who.
A Chicago dispatch, under date of from San Francisco tell of their narSomeone said Miss Jennie Hale look. fer Is a very liberal one, being $150,-oo- o
a
row escape from a serious wreck at ei sweet Sunday. Kelly's Ferry
for the plant, and this was excluSeptember 3, says:
Engineer Coie, who respondence Sequachee (Tenn.) News. sive of all land holdings of the
Vice President E. D. Kenna, of the
station.
.
The government's offer is
Santa Fe, road, is making a canvass was in the cab, was the hero.
at the rate of $Pio,imii, for the entire
Wnlle running at forty miles au
of seven states and five territories
no DIFFERENCE.
holdings.
with a view of ascertaining the senti- hour, the train struck an open switch
The bondholders are
all
ment of the shippers and principal and entered a siding on which was a old Pe0 , Just
H
ai Youn over the world and the scattered
heaviest own-e- i
business men toward the proposed long string of box cars. As
Age
nor
custom
stale
wither
cannot
s
Cole'
live
at Geneva, Switzerland.
legislation giving the interstate com- the engine struck the switch
life,,.
of
They were cabled the news of the
.... variety
merce commission added power over applied the air and reversed his tn- - i'he....infinite
.
. ,
i iiiiu
new
one
tue
lien
inaies
offer.
For some time the bond holdrates. Although the car.vass has not gine checking he speed of the tra m each djy
Mm. ers have been willimr to sell their enI.O'ti completed, some surprising re- nj iiiCTL ii.
n nil pie happiness
i,,iiiieT-t- i
lutj i.ai-3when one Is old as tire hidings around Carlsbad, land
Thus far out doing any damage.
sults have been attained.
when young, but boundinz health is
There was much excitement among the requisite and right food produces and all, for $:!:". nuo, although they
the average number of answers have
have spent over $750,000.
shown that fully 70 per cent of the in- the passengers when they saw how that.
I' rank C. Tracy, president of the
terviewed shippers located in the narrowly a catastrophe
had been
A happy
of 77 tells her ex- company, bit for
to perstates and territories served by the averted. A col.ection of fifty dollars perience: wi.mau
suade the eastern bond holders to acSanta Fe are not in favor of granting was taken up and presented to the
' For three years." she says, "I was
cept the offer.
the commission further power over engineer.
greatly troubled with nervous affec9
freight ratts. The question put to the
tion of the stomach, which at last
Soothing and Cooling.
shippers in every case is: "Do you THIEVES OPERATING WITH
me to such a condition that
The
salve
SANTA FE TICKETS. brought
that heals without a scar
favor giving the interstate commerce
could neither eat nor sleep with any Is De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. Xo
commission the absolute power to fix
a
I
grew very
of 'be Santa Fe are wor- - o t of comfort.
Otliciais
remedy
effects such speedy relief. It
all interstate rates, and to establish
not a little, it Is said, ov r what sinuident and felt that my hold on life draws out
inflammation, sootheB,
the relation of rates bet wet n all
appears to be a systematic scheme of was very uncertain. It was difficult cools and heals all cuts, burns and
"being practiced
in f'"' tne to find food that I could digest. bruises.
robbery
is
that
A
sure cure for piles and
The circulars were sent to the San- Colorado and the .territories by tele- - My doctor kept me on a diet of rice
skin
DeWl't's is the only
diseases.
ta Fe agents in every town an,! city graph opeiators
a. long time, but it did not seem
acting as ticket
genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
with instructions to make a thorough agents
proper. Several thousands ' giv'' me any strength,
of
they are dangerous.
canvass.
"I am 'ad that at last I decided to Soldcounterfeits,
of dollars,
is claimed, have been
by all druggists.
The results of the canvass thus far lost by the it railroad
food, for it has done
company in the try Crape-Nutare shown in the following list: Ari- past few months from the theft of
wonderful work for me. liefoic I
IT IS EASY To MAKE GOOD
zona, .'j.') per rent for and 4.1 against;
up the first packaae I be- - BREAD
had UM-tickets.
CLUB
WITH
HOUSI
California. :i9 for and til against; Colake a n. w interest in life, and FLOUR.
Traveiing
'
in
now
Auditor
is
Foster
orado, 7 for and 7:' against; Illinois. Colorado checking up all of the ticket
rapidly Inc. eased in health and
45 for and G" against; Indian TerriMy stomach has regained
offices, and he has said that the stivniuh.
Public Is Aroused.
tory, 31 for and t;;i against; Iowa, oil theits are
Th public Is arouns. d to a knowledge
on the increase. The metli- - !'s norma! t me. an in the two years
f Hint great m,
of
for and 31 again.-t- ; Kansas, 27 for and od of theft is to remove tickets from 'hat Crape-Nutmy
curative
in
only
lus been
tonic, Klectnc li tu r. for alt-- stnm-kc73 asainst ; Missouri, ";( for and t7 the hot torn
a si,'k d'' aM1
ni!
'lv''
of the packets, sell the '"" '
alkMtitys
Mary H.
and
liver
aaainst ; New Mexico. 4il for and fi tickets ami destroy tlu. stubs.
77 years old. and Or.iM-Nu- is
lias r- - ters of f.ifi tit. I'biir m'fnue, ('elumbun.
wa
I
Ohio,
Oklahoma. --". for and Tl
months
me
to the pleasure of livlnit.
writes: "For
stored
fever and aKU"'.
M iiitt,
uii to die.
Wi sley
aualnst; Texas. 2n for and So against.
indu trial com- - am sorry I did not bcuin sooner to use given
1
my riervca were wrtcki-d- ;
"
t
In ti:e slates where the greater num- mlssioiur for the Santa Fe company, it.
,o
hiil.'y. elcep. and tnv tmnnrh was could
cannot praise
bo weHk
E.
Fusel,
drugs
hav
J.
and
shippers
Preof
ber
been Interviewed
chief clerk in
Co., lia'tle from useless dnrt"rs'
Name ghen bv
that I could
beginning
Soon
to tnk
after
net
against
E.
idem
Ripley's
MTceutage
P.
legislation
of
office,
spent
he
Creek,
Mich.
the
el
1 obtnlned Vellef
and In
tlectilo Hitters
the character proposed Is greatest. Sabbath with Dr. William T. Brown
There's a ieason.
1 was enttrvly cured."
Guara
time
hhurt
at
Vaimora
ranch,
exam10
are
out
striking
days'
Kansas
Texas and
from Wutious,
trial Is sufficient.
a
anteed at all drug stores. Price I'M.
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Is what we are doing with every
one who testa Ita delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but la Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartet; $2 per cats of
two dozen pints.

CANDY CATHARTIC

The Monon road, of which Judge
E. C. Fields is the general councellor,
is one of the best roads running out
of Chicago to the south. It U almost

Railroad Topics

WITH OUR

m

AND SOUTH

J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Company

Making a Hit

I

4

Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of Indigestion. Kodol la a thorough
and a guaranteed cura for
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, 80ur risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by a.l druggists.

I
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Wines.Brandies.Etc,

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

120 West Ra.lroai

.1.

(1.

Avenue

SAMPLE AND

CLUli ROOMS
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NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SM Kit. MAN WILLIAMS
Cover- - more, looks

longest, iito.t
measure.

PAINT
best, wears
economical, lull

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Kl'IU'lNU

Always in
i'AI'Klt
I'luster, Lime, Cement,
stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash IVntrs. etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

ARE SHE

WOULDN'T

Published Dally and Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. STRICKLER
Business Manager
President
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Colonel John Borradaile Will
be Grand Marshal of Big

HE.

It lg noticeable, says an exchange, that the growth of
evening papers in almost every seel Ion rapidly outstrips
that of the morning editions md that many of the latter
have been abandoned altogether, the publishers embarking In the evening field instead.
Recently one cf the largest papers In Rochester, N.
Y., made a canvass of big advertisers to ascertain the relSHE.
If you were a serf and I were a queen,
ative merits of evening and morning papers ns shown
With kingdoms at my command,
by the results of their use of the columns of each. The
With purple and gold ami the glittering sheen
1.15
departleading
of
the
publishers received replies from
Of Jewels at every hand,
of the largest cities. Ninety-twment stores In forty-fivWould my love be the same? From love's enthrall
per cent of these replies expressed a preference for the
A woman Is never freed.
v
My kingdom an crown, I wtmld give them all,
evening paper as an advertising medium, 11 out of the
To follow where you might lend.
135 considering the morning paper the best medium.
The Rochester paper summarized some of the features that go to make the evening paper the predominatit
WHY MEN LOVE TO GO
ing factor in an advertising campaign as follows:
It is delivered at the home each night when the
ON EXCLUSIVELY STAG TRIPS
whole family has time to read it.
By Cynthia Grey
It is carried home by the business man when his
J?
day's work is done and it stays there. A morning paper
Men and women are hurrying back from their vacala usually carried down town by the head of the family
tions. Men come from one direction. The women come
and hurriedly read.
Tlie evening paper Is not read hurriedly but thor- from another The women tell us how uninteresting they
oughly, so that a. I advertisements receive their siiare of found the seaside, for It was without men. The men tell
attention.
us what a Jolly good time they hail at the Mountain club,
It presents the store news a little ahead, giving the for there were no women
there.
prospective purchases time to plan a shopping tour for
Men
coming
to
are
more
and more enjoy flocking by
the next morning.
The evening paper presents the news the day it hap- themselves for two weeks or a month. Why? Vacations
pens. The morning paper the day after.
are supposed to be made for good times. Yes, but what
The evening paper presents the news first. The mor- Is a good time vacation to a woman is death to a man.
ning paper merely elaborates it.
Man has found It out. That is the reason men are adoptThe evening paper prints daylight news. The morning the stag vacation.
ing paper takes what Is left.
They want to bo comfortable for two weeks In the
Any one in Albuquerque can easily satisfy himself
that the Rochester paper knew what it was talking about. year. Did it ever occur to you how men love to be comTo go no farther than right here at home and In the iast fortable and how little comfort they really have? You'li
few days, the people of Albuquerque learned first and always
find the men on the shady side of the car. The
through the columns of The Citizen that peace had been
agreed upon between Russia and Japan, that three Ber- men always take to the coolest side of the street. The
nalillo county officials had been announced as removed by iv.en know by instinct which Is the most comfortable
the governor, and a complete summary of the different chair. But In spite of this Instinctive knowledge of what
articles in the treaty which the envoys would sign.
is comfortable, think of their sufferings through the year.
These are but three out of hundreds upon hundreds
Women wear the thinnest of waists. Men must swelnews
selected
local
of items In general, territorial and
in coats.
Citi-eWomen wear lacy, fluffy collars. Men
ter
only because of their recent occurrence which The
furnished people and, which, otherwise, they would ;iiust put their necks Into stiffly starched linen. Women
not have known till twelve hours later.
i',o bareheaded, men mustwear hats.
Then there are the
shaving. A man feels like a bear if he
of
discomforts
one of
Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. lS'i.
liters the presence of a woman unshaved. Its a wonder
the free publications sent uut by the Unite S.an s Oie
men hear up under the burden of shaving as cheerIs.
:hw
C.
it
Washington,
It.
department,
Icgical Survey
learned that the cost of pumping water in Salt Uivu fully as th y do.
The 'man lio goes off w ith a lot of men may be
valley, Arizona, varies from 5.4 to 13.8 cents per acre-foo- t
of comfortable in his own way without feeling uncomfortaper loot or lift, or from $2.."0 to about $5 per acre-foo- t
pumped water. Since fuel is the greatest item of ex- ble because he isn't being comfortable in some one else's
pense, the cost could be greatly reduced by the use of way. Good luck to the "stag" vacation. It will do the
electrical power, which might be furnished for about $3ti men good. They not only need this complete relaxation
per horse power per year. At this rate the best pump- from office worries, but they need to let down all round,
ing plants of Salt River valley could raise water at a cost to sit coatless at meals, if they will, to remain unshaven
of 1.2 cents per acre-foo- t
r'r foot of "lift, or an average a long as they will, to go collarless and tieless. They
of pumped water of about 75 cents for need to be bears for a week or two. Its natural and its
cost per acre-foo- t
of water ap- good for them.
the t.resent lift. The value of an acre-foo- t
It was a wise man who Invented the Idea of the stag
plied to irrigation in Salt River valley, (owing to varying
prices of fuel and varying depths of the lift,) varies from vacation. Hurrah for him!
r
13.65 to $56.45. In this nart of the Rio Grande valley,
Tha Citizen lises to remark, the water being near the
surface and the application of chap electrical power of ft
easy arrangement, water for Irrigating farms can be de
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
veloped at a cost so small as to be nearly nominal.
e

1905.

4, 4. 4.

MILITARY

AFFAIRS

COMMITTEE

Today tl' officers and executive
committee of the territorial fair association selected those who will serve
on the reception
committee during
fair week. The committee on military
Laffalrs was hImi selected today. The
committees and those who will serve
on them are us follows:
Reception Committee.
B. S. Roil, y, chifirmnn; W. B. Chll-derIvan (Ininsfeld, Louis Ilfeld, F.
A. Hubbell, (ieorge F. Albright, D. 8.
A. Macpherson, W. P.
Rosenwald.
Metcalf, c. E. Newcomer, R. W. I).
Biyan, Frank McKee, (). . Marron.
D. J. Rankin, E.
V. Chaves, G. L,
Brooks, John N. Coffin, J. 11. Downy.
W. S. Stricter and W. H. Cheatham.
Committee on Military Affairs.
Captain YV. E. Dame, chairman:
Colonel John Borradaile, Captain B.
Kuppe, Captain J. E. Elder and Lieutenant L. II. Chamberlain.
Colonel Borradaile Grand Marshal.
Colonel John Borradaile ' has been
appointed grand maishal of the big
trades parade, and his selection Is a
good one. Colonel Borradaile has had
military experience, and he will see
to It that the parade conies of in true
military style and without a hitch of
any sort, lie will at once begin mak
ing arrangements for the event, and
will have everything in readiness so
that the parade will be one of the
gieatest successes of fair week.
Expert Decorators Here.
R. 1j. Gump, of Chicago, represent
ing the National Decorating company,,
nas arrived In the city from Denver,
where he has been assisting In dec
orating that city for the national encampment of the O. A. R. Tonight
President W. .1, Senter, of the company, will reach this citv and at once
begin airangcnients for the decorating
of the city during fnlr
This
company will also lend its services'in
decorating vehicles for the beautiful
floral parade.
The National Decorating company
ranks among the largest concerns of
Its kind In the country, and besides
attending to the decoration in Denver for the (!. A. R. encampment, the
company had the contract for dee:
Biiff.ilo this summer for the meeting of the grand lodge of Elks. The
company employs seven expert decorators, who are considered amofie
the best in the ir line in the country. '
Special Days.
The fair association has selected
tlie special days for the different
towns of the territory. On these days
special trains at greatiy reduced rates
win he run from the towns whose
lay it is and the ball teams from
liese particular towns will nlav on
that day. The days are as follows:
Santa he day Tuesday, September
Las Vegas day Wednesday. SeD-emner zu.
Albuquerque day Thursday . Sen- '
t ember 21.",
.
day,
Southern. Rio Grando Valley
September 22..
Beautiful Floral Parade.
Everything is shaping splendidly
for the floral paiade and the indications are that there will be almost a
thousand rigs of all sorts In the line.
Excellent urlzes have been offered, ot
which mention was made in The Citizen a few. days ago. The work of
decorating these rigs will be done by
the owners, and where desired by the
llrm of decorators who will attend to
the other fair decorations.
As the time draws
near for the
twenty-fiftannual fair, the enthusiasm is growing, and by the tihie the
big event conies off there will be
something unusual doing in

t
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PRESS OF SOUTHWEST.

Tired of Misrepresentations.
William E. Curtis, acting as special contributor for
the Chicago Record-Herald- ,
has made a trip through
in a special car, stopping a few hours in some of
the larger towns and easily discovering that we are not
only unfit for separate statehood, but for any kind of
statehood. We say easily, because it is quite evident
from reading hla letters, that this was the object of his
trip. That being the case, it was very easy, for the
was made before he started.
The people of New Mexico and Arizona are getting
tired of this constant misrepresentation of both our natural resources and our peopie. They know that the
push who are afmid to trust their interests to MR. AND MRS. DELANEY
a vote of the people, are largely, if not wholly, responsi,
Headlight.
WILL VISIT THE FAST
ble for these frequent outbreaks, such as those of Knute
.
Nelson In the Benate and Curtis In the Record-Herald- .
The citizens of the Mesllla valley and of Las Cruces They are determined to work for that which seems atMr. and Mrs. L. T. Delaney, excellent people of this city, will leave toin particular, at an indignation meeting Induced by the tainable Joint fatatehood. Farmlnglon Hustler.
morrow morning on a six weeks' tour
malicious lies published by one Gilson Willets in the
of the east. They will first stop off
Times, made an appeal to Hearsts New York AmerMilitary Institute Endorsed.
at Trinidad, where they will
the
ican to defend them, and received a favorable reply from
The Military College at Roswell Is one of the institu- sister of Mrs. Delaney, andvisitfrom
that paper. They also sent to the Times a telegram tions which is popular with the people and for which they there
they will go to Denver, thence
branding WWets's "entire letter as a tissue of lies," and do not mind paying taxes, because there is plenty of to Chicago and
from there to Niagara
demanding that the paper either verify the statements proof that these taxes are being expended for the benefit Falls, where they will spend a day or
by
made
Willets or else apologize for having published it. of the people, and not for a local kindergarten or high two taking In the sights of this great
The action of the people of Las Cruces was eminently school, as is the case in a number of other cities In our wonder. From the Falls they will go
right, and should he the course taken by every town in territory. .The Prospector takes pleasure in advising to New York city, and of course visit
Battery, where they will witness
the territory, not only in reference to the letters of WII-lt- s Taos county people, who have sons between the ages of the
one
the "wonderful" sights of that
and Curtis but of all other liars who are hired to come fourteen and eighteen and desire to give them first class greatof city
the landing of seveial
here and abouse New Mexico and her people. But it education, to send them to the Military Institute at Ros- thousand poverty-strickedirty
seems to The Citizen that It will be better for some one well, an educational institution which is ably and success- grants from the slums and divesimmiof
who Is thoroughly acquainted with New Mexico to take fully being administered.
After doing New York city
Red River Prospector.
and taking a steamer ride tin the
tip the charges of Willets one by one, and furnish the
beautiful Hudson, they will go to Cin
New York American with the facts which refute them.
Two Good Recommendations.
cinnati and spend a few days with
This would do more good in the east than could possibly
Mexico,
resignation
Conger,
A.
E.
The
to
minister
the
of
leiations of Mr. Delaney, returnbe done by such generalities as an eastern paper would be
leaves a good Job to be filled, and P. P. Garrett, collector ing home some time ln October.
compelled to rely on.
of customs at El Paso, is an applicant for the position.
Morgan Declares Himself
That Mr. Garrett is an accomplished diplomat Is shown Contractor
Independent of Building Trust.
The Iteming Graphic Is very Indignant that the Head- by
the fact that as a resident of New Mexico he was able
light of that same town should have republished the scurI was informed this morning by a
to secure the appointment as collector of customs at El
rilous attack of that scribbler Curtis on Delegate An- I'aso.
Among his other recommendations for the position member of the Master Ituilders' assodrews. Curtis included his abuse of the delegate in the is
ciation the city contractors' trust
his ability to fluently speak the Spanish language.
same letter In which he attacked with malice afore- I.ordsburg
that I would be barred In the future
Liberal.
Citi-aethought everything pertaining to New Mexico. The
from bid ling on any building of
by some mischance failed to see the Isue of the Headwhich plans had been drawn by any
An
Important
Experiment.
member of the said association.
light In which the republication appeared; but this paper
The agricultural experiment station Is now busily en
Now, 1 came to Albuquerque for
knows that because Curtis misrepresented the joint stategaved driwn-- r weilj around the pumping plant at the sta business, and will continue to stay
hood sentiment of the territory, certain papers In
do business Independent of the
lauded the defamer and made uncalled for and ition, to determine what is the effect on the water level and
iirroundiiu the
wnile the pump is being operate). trust.
abusive reflections on such papers as resented the fabriA. I,. MORGAN.
cations of Curtls's purchased fabrication. It Is possible This will show what the effect on the water level would
Architect, Contractor and Huilder.
be
were
there
pumping
plants
every
on
In
valfarm
the
therefore that the Headlight republished the villainous at- ley. A great
deal of Interest Is manifested in this experi-tuELECTED DIRECTOR OF
tack on Delegate Andrews in order to show tiiose papers
t Rio Grande Republican.
LAS CRUCES BANK
which indorsed Curtis, evidently without having read his
letter, what a nauceous dose It was they had attempted
S. J. Woodhull, a prominent stock
What's in a Name?
to swallow.
grower of San Antonio. Ttxas, ami
Recently a
work of art was published enti- Interested In the First National bank.
On Tuesday evening, at the Commercial Club rooms tled "The Whole Damn Family," copies of which were Las Cruces, was elected a director
in Las Vegas and In the presence oj a large concourse of spread broadcast throughout the country and some of and vice president of that institution
members. Col. R. E. Twltchell and Messrs. R. J. Taupert which have found their way into Silver City homes. The on Saturday. Mr. Woodhull expects to
and P. H. Pierce, respectively president, secretary and owners of these will no doubt be pained to learn that the make ins borne In the future in the
treasurer of the Las Vegas Driving Park and Fair asso- cartoon has been the direct cause of causing Thomas Mesllla valley.
ciation, were presented by their fellow citizens with gifts Janstn Damn, a native of Denmark, to go into the courts CATTLE SOLD FOR
indicative of appreciation for the labors of the gentlemen ;u have his name changed. Silver City Enterprise.
TAXES AT HILLSBORO
m
during the fiist year's existence of the association. To
Nineteen head of cattle were sold
Another County Heard From.
Col. Twltchell was given a gold horseshoe stick pin,- - to
Hillsboro last Monday by Sheriff
Mr. Taupert a gold watch charm, to Mr. Pierce a gold
Eastern New Mexico, and especially Quay county, is at
Kendall under an execution Issued by
match ease. Much article was brilliantly bestuddel with experiencing a boom In the way of immigration. Thous-ri.l- s the
county treasurer and collector for
diamonds. Mr. ("has. A. Spless made the presentation
cf people have been attracted to the territory by taxes due on same. Some two or
address and Col. Twltchell responded, Messrs. Taupert
tie 'advertising mutter sent by the bureau of Immigration three years ago some parties drove
and Pierce making brief remarks of thanks.
it Shi ta Fe. Many Immigunts from Texas and Oklaho- a bunch of cattle into the country,
and subsequently took most of them
ma who are coming In wagons headed for San Juan counA concrete chimney completed recently for a Tacoma ty
and western New Mexico find the conditions here so back to Arizona, leaving a remnant
smelter is 307 feet in height and is said to be the highav. liable that tl.ry generally stop, without proceeding which was sold for taxes. The cattle
were knocked down to J. W. Dawson
est in the world of Its kind.
any further. Tucumcarl Times.
for $215.
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Factory wood, $3.00 full load;
Mill wood, $2.00 full load
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 44
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Alvarado Pharmacy

Offer to supply you with anything In
our fine, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are new making

Special Prices

THE DRUG STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING
NEEDED

On the Folio wing

$12

Refrigerators

$8

SICK

China Tea Sets

BOTH RHONE

Decorated Haviland China, at
'
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
2Cc
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
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our laundry' work?

it is.

Try it and

Notice how long it

see

how

keeps

We turn out linen, white as snow
specks or wrinkles.

and

its finish.
tree from all

Imperial Laundry Co.
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NOTICE..

Last will and testament of Maria
Lopez, deceased, to Juan Gutierrez
andjuanita S. de Gutierrez, executors,
and legatees,' residents of San
N. M and to all whom it may

0

r

concern:
You are hereby notified that the alleged last will and testament of Maria
Lopez, late of the county of neuia-lillo- ,
and territory of New Mexico,
deceased, has been produced and read
In the probate court of the county of
Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at a regular term thereof, held on the
5th day of September, 1905, and the
day ot the proving of said alleged
last will and testament was by order
of the judge of said court thereupon
fixed for Monday, the tlth day of November, A. D. 1005, term of said
court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day.
Given under my hand and the seal
of this court, this 5th day of September, A. D., 1905.
JAMES A. SUMMERS.
(Seal)
Probate Clerk.
LEGAL

STREET and GOLD AVE.

We give on

Hardware
Company
LEGAL

PHARMACY

Have You Noticed the DomesticFinish

AlbuquerquQ
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

PROPS. ALVARADO

THE

CO.,

$6.75.

$6
25c
20

40c China Salad Bowls

IN

ROOM.

$9

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
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fEOfLK TRADE WITH
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BROKER

becaute THE
ha la
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TRUST

CAN

Bargains In unredeemed diamonds. The largest pawnbroker's
tablishment In the southwest.
118 RAILROAD

AVENUE

estab- -

NEXT TO ST. ELMO
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Large new stock just in.
Everybody
our largo

!
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NOTICE.

Last will and testament of. GreOorio
Ribeia, deceased, to Isabel Montoya
ue Ribera and Catallna Montoya, legatees, residents of Old Albuquerque,
N.. M., and to all whom it may concern :
You are hereby notified that the alleged last will and testament of
Ribera, late of the county of
and territory of New Mexico,
deceased, has been produced and read
In the probate court of the county of
Heinalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at a regular term thereof, held 011 the
5th day of September, l'.i"5, and the
day of the proving of said alleged
last will anil testament was by order
of ihe judge, of said court thereupon
fixed for Monday, the tlth day of November, A. D. 1905. term of said
court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day.
Given under my hand and the seal
of this court, this fith day of Septem-

Pleasure is yours", when
you have one'of2our
high- - graded Sf SEJ
...VEHICLES

AND

"

HARNESS

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

Mini

J. KORBER & CO
WHOLESALE

& Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive
penis for Yellowstnr,.
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet h Chandoo White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
B. C. Uohemlan and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue anc
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom HI South K m Sirei.
Albuqueroue Nw Mexico.
A

ber, A. D., 19o5.
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worsteds, Scotch cheviots, etc etc
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If you were a queen on a royal throne.
With vassals at your command,
And I a serf. In the word alone,
Compelled from the rest to stand;
Would you look clown from your station grand
And my humble attentions scorn?
Would your love be the same, the clasp of your hand,
As if you were lowly born?

The statement made in the last Issue' of the Iteming
Graphic that "while it is claimed that there is a good deal
of Joint statehood sentiment in Grant county there seems
to be but little of it in Luna county," is not borne out by
the facts and is misleading and evidently calculated as
a sop to the gang of political shysters who are for "single
statehood or none." During the past week 179 voters in
this city were interviewed as to their statehood sentiments, with the following result: One hundred and two
were for either single or joint statehood. Only six were
found that were against either single or Joint statehood,
and but seventeen that were for single statehood alone;
eighten of those lntrviewed were undecided. Now if, as
ve are at liberty to do, we add the 102 who are willing
to accept either Joint or Blngle to the seventeen who are
for Joint statehood only we have a majority of 117 out of
179 who may be classed as being for Joint statehood, especially as that Is the only thing we can get. Demlng

'fr

7,
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Milwakre Sentinel
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A.

SUMMERS,
I'robate Clerk.

NOTICE.

Furniture
Bargain s. .

We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In

Last will and testament of Jose
the Gleckler building.
io, deceased, to Onofre
liarefti
IRVAN iHAYGOOD.
de Iturgos, Virginia Burgos and
Burgos, legatees, and to all whom
it may concern:
You are hereby notified that the alleged last will and testament of Jose
Anastaclo Burgos, late of the countyof
THE SICK OR INBernalillo and territory of New Mex- FOR MOVING JURED.
ico, deceased, has been produced and
Prompt Service Day or Night
read in the probate court of the countyof Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
at a regular term thereof, held on the
Colo.
Automatic, 147. Boarding Horses a Specialty
Phone. 7f.
1 !i 15,
3d
day of July,
and the
day of the proving of said alleged
last will and testament was by order OOCCODCOCOOOOOCxDOCXXXXXX
A7of the Jule of said court thereupon
O. F. PLATT,
DHAJJCR IN
fixed for Monday, the t;th day of NoThe real cleaner and dyer. Lavember, A. D. 1903. term of said
dies'
gentlemen's
and
fine
court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
said day.
Hen-drl- x
lace
curtains,
509
etc.
All Klnda of Freeh Meat
Given under my hand and the seal
avenue.
Old
'phone,
Red,
of this court, this 3th day of SeptemNo. 100 North Broadway.
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ASK INJUNCTION

SLASHED ARTERIES

THE MARKETS

IN BOTH WRISTS

STOCK

Passenger Makes Desperate
Attempt at Suicide on
Santa Fe Train.

PAGE FIV1

-

MONEY

METAL

THE CELEBRATED

AGAINST ARMJO

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

WOOL

Counsel for Hubbell Want New
Official Enjoined From
Acting as Sheriff.

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondent for Logan
& Bryan, Earnelt Building.

New York, Sept. 7. The market
had another decline this morning, but
DOUBTFUL it did not last long, and the list sub- COURT GRANTS ALTERNATIVE WRIT
IS
RECOVERY
HIS
sequently rallied on short covering
In the
anil new bullish operations.
stocks became heavy and' In the matter of the application for
, Shortly after 5 o'clock this morning afternoon
declined slowly until the closing,' a mandamus on Captam V L. Dame
D. I). Stewart, a passenger on Santa final prices, however,
being much
"rk f the district court, to compel
ataW.ve the low figures of the first hour.
Fe train No. 2, made a desperate
h,, to
'V'STnt M
The market was much less active
tempt at suicide hy slashing the arah.Hff
V,"''
?! sheriff
and less excited than on Wednesday.
as
teries in both his wrists and he is and
to
and
import
were
news
no
there
'of
afternoon
the court late yesterday
now lying at the company hospital In ance,
granted tbe alternative writ, making
this city hovering between life and
it returnable forthwith.
Quotations:
death.
Counsel for T. S. Hubbell this morn- Amalgamated
Copper
The story of the man's rash act, as
.5.,'t.ing filed a suit In equity fully setting
Sugar
American
n
'"
tha rharocs onta rif thfi pnr- to'.d hy those who were fellow passen- Atchison, common
884 ernor claiming to hear the charges
gers, is that Stewart boarded the Haltimore tc Ohio
110
remove Hubbell and the commis
train at l.os Angeles to go to his Brooklyn Rapid Transit
6G4 and
sion appointing Perfecto Armljo. slier
honit at Hums, Kas. He had been
en- spending some time in California for Colorado Southern, common ... 1,2. I", and praying for an Injunction
,,
,hr.
frm
,hla health, being a sufferer from Chicago
20
common
Great Western,
fff
tQ tae spo"ssesslon
en
dropsy. At various times on the trip
while In conversation with other pas- Erie, common
48Mi
The court granted an order on Ar- sengers on the train he talked des- Kile, first
82
imljo to show cause on Monday next
pondently, and to one man he told
the story that he was without, funds
and sick and that he wou.d better be Metropolitan
12S clerk-nanie- 's
ictnrn to the alterna- dead
.Mtwican veuuiti
was filed this
Last night he appeared restless, New York Central
146 tlve writ of mandamus
morning. Arguments will be heard on
and constantly paced up and down Norfolk
84
Monday next, or as soon thereafter as
the chair car in which he was riding. loading, common
. 1 18
the business of the Valencia county
He finally concluded to kill himself Pennsylvania
14m court will permit, on loth the return
31 fc
and went out into the forward vesti- Rock Island, common
on the mandamus, and the rule to show
bule, where he severed both arteries Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 20
cause on the injunction.
In his wrists w ith a pocket knife. It Kepuhlic Iron & Steel, pfd
. 87was here that the conductor discover Southern Pacific
fiS
,
ed him a short time later, lying on St. Paul
17ol4 TRACTION PARK TO HAVE
35
the floor of the vestibule, which was Southern Railway
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH STATION
bespattered with blood.
83
Tennessee Coal & Iron
The conductor summoned the por- Texas Pacific
an
128;,i COL. W. H. GREER SECURES ANter and brakeman and together they Pniou Pacific, common
In34 7
man
back
S.,
unfortunate
common
U. S.
canied the
OTHER LEADING ATTRACTION
101
to the chair car. They tore up pillow V. S. S., pfd
FOR FAIR WEEl
WILL BE IN20
slips and bound up his wrists to stop Wabash, common
IMMEDIATELY.
STALLED
rapidly
was
Wisconsin Central, common.... 304
the flow of blood which
941
sapping out his life. The only place Wrstern Union
Col. W. H. Greer today gave out the
at5314
o. & w
where he could receive medical
24Vi information that, he had made ar-- i
tendance was when the train reach- Greene, Copper . ..
rangements with the American de--I
ed Albuquerque, and a message was
Forrest Wireless Telegraph company,
sent ahead to have the ambulance to
Kansas City Live Stock.
for the Installation of a station at
meet the train.
L'lnsoi fMtv Mo Sent 1 Pnttlo
On reaching here at 8 o'clock StewReceipts, l.ouo; market slow. an,i faction park for the use of the fair
Through Manager C. C.
art was taken from train and remov- steady; native steers, $4frC23; south- - visitors.
ed to the company hospital. He was
steers, 12.506 3.75
southern on- - of Oliver. Colonel Greer has
able to walk to the ambulance with cows,
1.65!fT2.75;
native cows and been notified that the company will
arrangements for the
onf,e n'8
the assistance of the conductor and heifers, 1.75?i5; stockers and feed-a- t
porter and his trip 'from the train to ers, J2.H0l8 4.15'; bulls, $23.2o; calves, location of a station at Traction park
tae ambulance was marked by a trail I3Q6.50; western steers, $3.254.75 ; before fair week, to be connected
w'tth all the large cities of the I'nited
of blood, as the severed arteries were western cows $1.7503.25.
-Sheep Receipts, 2,000;' market was States and Europe,
st'li bleeding profusely.
The securing of a wireless
After the deed had been done, Ste- steady;
muttons, $4.250 5.40; lambs,
praph station here Is keeping pace
range weFhers, $4
wart told several of the passengers
with the greatest expositions In the
that he was sorry that he did It. It Is 5. 4H; fed ewes, $3.7304.(10.
country. The wireless telegraph stft- probably too late for him to be sorry,
Hon at the Louisiana Purchase expo- Provisions.
as a tplepbone message from the hosI'hieaao. Sent. 7. Closing nrices: sit inn at St. Ixiuis was nnp of the
pital late this afternoon stated that
Wheat September, 81c; December, greatest attractions and this Is a so
the unfortunate man was in a serious
82V2c.
one of the leading attractions of the
condition.
Corn September, 53',c; December, Lewis and Clark exposition at. PortStewart told the conductor that he
land this year.
had a wife and four children residing 43:,ic.
Oats September, 25Tic; December,
Daily exhibitions
will be made,
at Purns.
27c.
showing how messages can be sent to
Pork September, $15.00; October, and received from all parts of the
NEARLY CUTS HAND OFF
$14.574.
world, by nwans of the most wonderLard September, $7.G2Vfe; October,!
invention of modern times.
WITH SHARP MEAT CLEAVER $7.K71A
As was exclusively stated In The
Ribs September, $7.G2'i; October, Citizen some time ago, the American
J. W. ABBOTT, PROPRIETOR OF $7.67 Vi.
de Forest company will make their
CITY
MEAT
MARKET, VICTIM
station. In this city a permanent one,
Chicago Live Stock.
After the fair Is over. It will be re
OF SERIOUS ACCIDENT THIS
Chicago, Sept. 7. Cattle Receipts, moved
to the down town district and
MORNING.
8.500; market steady; beeves, $3.80
be ready for any and all kinds of tele
6.50; cows and heifers, $1.350 4.GU; graph
business.
J. W. Abbott, proprietor of the City stockers and feeders, $2.404.35;
Meat Market, on North Second street, westerns, $3,500 4.00.
18.000;
Sheep Receipts,
market NARROWLY ESCAPES DEATH
was. the victim of an accident this
morning which came near resulting was steady; sheep, $105.25; lambs,
UNDER WHEELS OF TRAIN
in the loss of a portion of his left $1.50 0 7.60.
hand.
Closing Stock Quotations.
A
TO
PASSENGER ATTEMPTS
Mr. Abbott was engaged In cutting
New York, Sept. 7. Closing prices.
A
BOARD
RAPIDLY
MOVING
a piece of meat at the time and was
89,4; pfd., 104'i; N. Y. C,
handling a sharp cleaver. In some Atchison,
BUT MISSES HIS HOLD
146; Pennsylvania,
141; S. P., 65; .TRAIN
unknown manner his hand slipped, U.
AND FALLS BESIDE TRACK.
Amalgamated
Copper,
P.,
12H;
and the blade of the cleaver caught
U. S. S., 35; pfd., lul',4; U. P.,
the hand across the left thumb. In- 80Vi;
A. H. Jordan, a cigarmaker, of Tamflicting an ugly wound. It required pfd. 96.
pa, Fla., is confined to his room at
the Immediate attention of a surgeon
New York Money Market.
the Savoy hotel, suffering from two
who took a number of stitches In the
New York, Sept. 7. Money on call, severely sprained ankles, but rejoicwound.
per cent; ing to know that he is still living.
firm and higher,
Although the hand will be out of prime mercantile paper, 4
per cent.
Jordan arrived from the east last
use for several weeks, It Is not Bar silver, 63c.
night and Intended taking the south
thought that Mr. Abbott will suffer
bound train for El Paso. He forgot
any permanent Injury as a result of
St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 7. Wool mar- about the time and showed up at the
the accident.
just as the train was pulling
ket steady:
fine medium, 22026c; station
out.
Making a run for the train,
fine,
20c.
180
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which had gotten under considerable
headway, Jordan made a grab for the
Copper and Lead.
New York, Sept. 7. Copper, weak, hand rail on one of the vestibules of
TWENTY-FIRSANNUAL SESSION
one of the Pullman's.
lead, quiet, $4.854.90.
$10.00;
TO BE HELD IN SILVER CITY.
He was too late, however, as the
Spelter.
momentum of the train was such that
The New Mexico English mission
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 7. Spelter, he only managed to get hold with one
of the Methodist Episcopal church $5.65.
hand. Seeing that he was about to
will hold its twenty-firs- t
annual sesfail under the wheels of the train, the
sion at"S(lver City October 8 to 16, CANDIDATES SUGGESTED FOR
man made a desperate effort to jump
Inclusive.
clear of the tracks. He succeeded,
This mission comprises the largest
QUEEN OF THE FAIR but was thrown with considerable-forcterritory" probably In old Methodism.
to the ground and sustained a
It Includes the whole of New Mexico,
COMMITTEE
FURNISHES severe sprain of both his ankles.
the county of El Paso, Texas, Kenton, FAIR
THE CITIZEN WITH LIST OF
Okla., and the state of Chihuahua,

In Bond.

Bottled

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillei s,
FRANKFORT, KY.

In

" Quten Quality " Shots

iht
word
"Queen Quttity" fits

"J',

'

,

..',

"4

'

'

D. D., whose headquarters are at El
Paso, Texas.
The Bishop who is to preside at the
coming session is the Rev. Joseph F.
Berry, of Buffalo, N. Y. Bishop Berry
was elected to the Episcopalcy at tlie
last general conference, which met at
Los Angeles in May, 1894. His name
is a household word throughout the
church, as he was one of the originators of the Epworth League, and
for many years the distinguished and
accomplished editor of the Epwoith
Herald, the official organ of the Epworth League. Bishop Berry Is a
great preacher and an able parliamentarian, and the conference will be
glad to give him a cordial welcome

to New Mexico.
On Salpb;ith mornine, OctnbVr
the beautiful new church will be
formal'.didieated by Bishop Beiry,
assisted by the members of the con-

ference.
Besides the bishop, tbere will be
present other dignitaries
of the
church.
Dr. Henry K. Carroll,
the great
York
church statistician of New
city, will lie present and make an address at the missionaiy anniversary
on Friday evening, October 13.
Dr. S. J. Rodgers, superintendent of
the Arizona mission, and Dr. F. T.
Boraro, of the California Advocate,
will lie present and make addresses.
Besides these, there are about
twenty preacht rs in the mission w ho
will be psesent.
The members and friends of the
Silver City church are making ready-treceive them, and all look forward
to a great time, socially and

NAMES, VOTING
AT ONCE.

TO COMMENCE

The following places will be
with ballot boxes; Matson's The
Economist, Golden Rule, llf-Bros.,
Lcarnard & Llndemann, Surety Investment Company, J. H. O'Reilly, B.
Ruppe, Walton's.
sup-plie- .l

M
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Special Styles
Rare Treat.
A rare treat will be offered
the
people of Albuquerque Sunday, September 10. Dr. W. R. Lambuth of
Nashville, Tenn., secretary of the foreign mission board of the Southern
Methodist church, will fill the pulpit
of the Highland
Methodist church
next Sunday, both morning and evening. Let ail the people h. ar him.
The broadness of Dr. Lambuth s culeasily places
ture and observation,
him In the forefront with the great
preachers of the south. Though of
foreign biith, he Is an American by
choice, as well as thoroughly Imbued
with the American spirit and sympathies.
.
A

SONGS

Satisfying Shoes

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, over postofflre. Inquire afternoons. No ladles need apply.

If the word " Satisfaction " can ever be applied to shoes,"

WANTED.
Large garin tacks, good price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
620 South Second street

it is to " Queen Quality." " Queen Quality" Shoes give you
of all the virtues.
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.
Dipbtheria, sore throat, croup. In
stant relief, permanent cure. Dr.
Thomas' Electric Oil. At any drug!
store.

Disappearance.

Fit Reputation

Peculiar

We

i

J. D. Runyan. of Butlervllle. Ohio, laid
the peculiar disappearance of his painful s.vmpmms of liuliKextton and billlotm-nfto ir. Ktnir'i New Life Pills. He
says: "They
are a porfect remedy for
dizziness, nour stomach, headache,
etc". Guaranteed; at all drug-lists- .
Price, 25c

isk Ihe pleasure of demonstrating this.
We have the sole right of sale.

GOLDEN ROLE

The caving of time meant comfort.
The saving cf labor meant ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

DRY

li
Mr

Time, Labor
and Money

Stop and Think
for a moment What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

)

Floor Coverings

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our new

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure
to have
, j..

d

line.

jC3a

,

Figures

In Plain

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

3Q

and Up

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

CO.

GOODS

i

PENINSULAR RANGE
Prices

Style

a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
find them all in ' Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.

o-

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

that you can find no fault
you cannot criticise.

HOTEL
HOLLENBECK
JNO. S. MITCHELL
BILICKE

CENTRAL

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Albeit Fabcfj

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS

LOCATION.

Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on the
New Mexlcana and Arlzonl ans spending the eummer
beaches are welcome to the use .of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your frlende there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladlea.and children welcome.
All Depot care etop at the H ollenbeck. Electrlo
excursion end

beach cara paes the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW

The patrons of the Casino will be
given a real treat tonight.
Miss
Kitty Js'iee, ho has made herself ever
so popular with Albuquerqueans, will
appear in illustrated sougs. The fact
that Miss Nice is to sing is euou a in
itself to assure a crowded house
The bill tonight will be ehanved to
"The Mikado." This production
is
one of the best that the Wade company appears in. The costumes are
elegant and the singing good. This,
together with the illustrated songs,
should prove a big drawing card.
According to the present plans of
the Casino management, the Wade
company will close its summer's engagement in Albuquerque tomorrow
night. The company will go west
from beie, making its first stop at
Gallup.
Commencing with Saturday night,
the Casino will present vaudeville
daily tor two weeks, and the company
it has secured is said to be very fine.

Money

goes further In
Schilling's Best, a great deal
further; besiJes the comfort of
feeling safe; you Lnow you

wlth-pric- es

SOUTHWESTERN

305 Railroad Avenue

& CONSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

wife
S.

Pumping
, Plants

r.

O. W.

OOOOOOOOCOCOOOC)OC)OOCOOOO

9TROMQ BLOCK

8UPERINT
FAIRVIEW

Tin

Movin'

Shipptn

mi

m,

Drayin'
FREIGHTS

have us oi.ee, you'll
call again.
Pries right;
there ain't no goiuin'.
You

BAR-

Hotel llestaurant
MEMBER

MONUMENTS.

We

THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Coffee Co.
West Gold Ave.,
Will open for business tomorrow, with Just what the
housekeepers of Albuquerque
have been a long time In
need of a store making a
of
hlph grade
specialty
TEAS, COFFEES,
EXTRACTS, SPICES
AND BAKING POWDER
Butter and Eggs.
A large stock of premiums.
Old 'Phone, StS.

iriv Ticket

be I'inno Contest

IWIONAl

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

The Colorado Telephone Company.

of)

118

WHO ARE THE KNICHTST

tor

216 S, SECOND ST.

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

1

Meals, Butter and Eggs

niiiiiawnnif

SANTA

and Motors

Agents for the Celebrated
"GiROFANS"
See them in Kuropetui

NDENTe

BARA CEMETERIES

201-21-

109 North Second St.

AND

Crocker-Wheel-

Store and Kesidcnce Wiring a Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.

UNDERTAKERS

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Bet

Agents for the
Dynamos

City Market
Only th9

Of Every Description

STRONG'S SONS

VANN, O. D.

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Omce Koom !', Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

CO,

Electrical

OCXXXXXXXXOOCXXXXXXXXXXX)

.

'

C.
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"THE

MIKADO"
WILL BE THE
BILL AT THE CASINO TONIGHT
WADE COMPANY CLOSES TOMORROW NIGHT.

$im

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

B y the Albuquerque
Transfer Men
BJe safe.
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a general repair shop
on South Third street, back of WalRobert's letdaurunt will hereafter ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
be open all nlirht. Oysters served In of the city.
L. H. SHOHMAKER- tt.t DtWS
SEPTEMBER 23.
any style. Good service. Come around
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
"D:ip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
and get something good to eat. 120
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
West Silver avenue.
acr i cmocn a.
gas range.
iittier cook witn eate gas.

I

S

'

lSl.J'

N. M.

Automatic Phone, Iff.

an-ett- "

Veuas.

v

KITTY NICE TO SING

ILLUSTRATED

This afternoon the fair committee
suggested the following list of names
as having been mentioned for queen
of the floral parade, the carnival and
Montezuma bail. It is expected that
other names will be added to this list
from day to day. Las Vegas and Santa Fe are expected to send in the
names of several candidates.
The voting contest this year Is
started for the purpose of raising additional funds to make the big fair a
success and also to assist the fair association In cancelling the deficit carried over from last year's fair. The
ballots wl.l onlv cost five cents a
niece an.l cvt rv l.n'v who allows her
name to be used, wh ther or not sh
tales an active part in the voting,
will be lending that much assistance
to the fair committee.
Suggested Candidates.
Luna, Mr. Mabel
Mrs. Solomon
,
Steveiis-HimoeMiss May Hazeldine,
Miss Ste la I.ewinson, Mrs. M. O.
Cha.lbourne, Miss Ada Campfield,
Mrs. .1. H. O'RIelly. Miss Elizabeth
Willey, Miss Mildred Fox. Miss Carrie Ni her. Miss Helen Rniley, Miss
Lillian Spitz, Miss Sue Dobson, Miss
Rose Huntzlncer. Miss Mabel Fitch,
Mrs. W.
H. Greer, Miss Virginia
Finch. Mrs. E. L. Wahburn, Miss Jf
Walton; Miss Jessie llfeld, Las

Jj

fi)

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

23

Mexico.
All this English work in this vast
territory is under the personal supervision of the Rev. A. P. Morrison,

(

Iji

others do sometimes

MELINI & EAKIN

fi

e

S

comes on the

'

Koom IS, N. T. Armijo Building.

realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

you

MODERN

fj

JM

lit

m&
8

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

if
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THE GIRL AND THE ICE CREAM

SODA-- A

V;

THE BIG TERRITORIAL
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"OH, I'M JUST DYING FOR

YILL, YOU?

A

THANKS.
IT VANILLA."

SODA."

KILLED HIS THREE

r
j---

"YES, THEY'RE li RINGING
IT."

MAKE

7

-

SO

O

O

PARIS HOME

WILLINO

MATHIEU

To the Police:
Dear Sir: Kindly call at my flat,
Boulevard de Strasbourg, Nogent. You
will find there the dead bodiei of my
three sona and of my wife, and my
own. The key it under the mat. You
will find within a longer letter for
NESTOR RONFAUT.
yourself.

Paris, Sept. 7. Worsted in the
struggle for existence, a Frenchman of

once prosperous, has killed his
wife and two of their sons with a razor and shot their third son dead and
then committed suicide.
50,

TO

WIFE

WAS

EVIDENTLY

DIE.

MARIUS
JEAN
The man, Nestor Ronfaut, was formerly manager of a cutlery factory,
but adversity came to htm and he was
unable to withstand the onslaughts of
fate. His family consisted of his wife
and three children: Jean, 15; Mathleu,
14, and Marlus, 12.
The first Intimation the "police re
ceived of the tragedy was conveyed
In th
lettet recp ved by the police
ccnmiissary.
On
The police visited tie home.
a sola iHy Madame Ronfaut, her head
thrown back, her bodice undone, her
throat showing an opun gash eight in
ches long. By her side was the body
of her huland In a kntellng posture

This Is the only national office
that will be asked for by the departG. A. R. ENCAMPMENT ments of the southwest, and the New
Mexicans believe that they will be
able to place their man.
WHAT THE BIG DAILIES OF THAT
At the meeting, the New
Mexico
CITY ARE 8AYING ABOUT OUR delegation organized for the parade.
Republican.
COMRADES.
lain.

NEW MEXICO VETS AT

The big dally papers of Denver,
where the national encampment, of
the Grand Army of the R.;iu'o.ic Is In
session, are being profusei Illustrated these days with photos and
scenes of the Civil war veterans, and
many of the "old boys" aie receiving
many courtesies through the columns
of these papers. Here are a !tw clippings of local interest:
KIT CARSON'S OLD MEN
COME TO ENCAMPMENT.

Six of the remaining twelve of

tain Kit Carson's men arrived
ver last night to attend the

CapIn Den-

encampi hey nave attended every one
of the encampments held dur'.ng the
years. Five of the
last twenty-fivveterans are from Santa Fe, N. M.,
and one Is f:om Costilla county, Colorado.
Among the party Is Captain
Martinez, who was appointed

ment,

e

Can-delari- o

by Colonel Carson just after the distinguished western officer went into
the United States service. The others are Joe Garcia, Trinidad; Urieste
Simon Virgil, Saberlano Rivera aud
Jtobe;t Allen. They will have a prominent jMjsition In the parade tomorrow. Times.

GRATEFUL FOR AID FROM
OLDER MEN IN THE WAR.
"Nothing was too good for the kids
during the war," Baid Judge John R.
McFie of Santa Fe, N. M, who Is
prominent among the younger veterans at the encampment. Comrade McFle has been a judge of the district
court of New Mexico for sixteen years
and during that time has not missed
an issue of the Denver Republican,
he says.
"I enlisted In the Thirtieth Illinois
infantry, and was assigned to Company E, when I wa 16 years of age,"
said the judge. . "I had the pet mission of my parents, of course, and was
as proud as the proverbial peacocK.
I was Just In
tijne to join In tne
march to the sea, and wlt my cbm-panI saw some heavy service
as a
raw recruit. What I desire to tell you
most about, however, was the kind
treatment that was accorded the
younger boys In the ranks by the
older and more hardened
soldiers.
Many times I know I would hiVe
dropped from sheer exhaustion during
that march, if it had not been for tne
older soldiers, who carried my blankets, my canteen,
and
haversack
musket. They cheered me along, too,
with kind words, and gave me the
best to be had among the rations. I
have since learned that many boys
who saw service befoie they were IS
years of ago, have the same story to
tell." Republican.

SAND1AS

Lumber

Big American

The

o

com-puny-

com-raiK-

en-ti;- e

-

PROMINENT DETROITERS

Holders of American Lumber company stocli. of which there are a great
many In Detroit, and among them
some of o'.:r most prominent business,
mm, will be glad to know that the
company is doing a very large business at this time July being the banner month since the operation of the
mill was commenced, says the Detroit
Free Press. The average daily cut
was In excess of Ifiu.OOd feet per annum. The output of the mills is sold
for several months in advance, so
that the continued Increase may be
expected.
The company has recently completed the largest sash and door factory
s
on one Hoor in the world, and
of the output of the mills is
manufactured at Albuquerque, N. M.,
into saslies, doors and box shooks. The
manufactured product is largely use'd
In the rapidly growing west, where
the demand is In excess of the capa
city of the mill and factories. 'She
tract of timber owned by this com
pany Is the only large one left In the
Lnited States resembling Michigan
white pine, making the manufactured
product very much In demand. The
company is fully financed, being out
of debt, thus leaving all earnings for
dividend purposes. From those closely
connected with the company It Is
learned a dividend payable January 1
will be paid, the only question Is as to
size; nothing less than 2 per cent on
the par value Is talked, which Is
equivalent to 8 per cent on Che price
for which the stock was originally
sold. It Is understood that this dividend Is proposed by the conservative
element of the board, while others are
In favor of a much larger one.

MOUNTAINS

A FEW OF THE MANY
Crand Stock Show
Dronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

won-derful- ."

s,

If you ars too fat it is beeauss your food
turns to fat instead of muscle strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat ars not properly digested and

assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
snough Pepsin in the stomach, whils fat
people have too much Pepsin and Dot
nough Pancreatine.

Tlie Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

RIO

s.i..a s. tLS
w ubuuLhldt'.t
lreocilts.

0

ury wis o.Dtwm

For tale by all druggists.
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SYSTEM

DE

Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fe to Denver. Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines oast and west. Time as quick
and ratea as low aa by ether lines.

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you luterestea in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass Agt.
Denver, Colo.

i

PULLMAN
DINING
8LEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

trains. No tiresome
oeiaya at any station.

On all through

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

THE DINING
CAR SERYICE

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.t Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

From the California Limited
Log Jlook)

BUI
It is peculiar Uiat all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it. I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I can't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

EL PASO

and

S0USIER"

OO000)O

OsC00CO

MM

EXCURSIONS

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky.f DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHIOAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANl ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .
VIA

....

RETURN LIMIT

LIBERAL
Fastest Schedules

CRAND CANYON
EXCURSION
September 20 and

No need to fear sudden

LOW RATE

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems

2i

What You Eat CDOCC0OO00COOO

b.llM

i

'Scenic Line of the World"

1

Colorado Southern
Railway

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and fives firm flesh.

.

DENVER

The Best
of Colorado

AFTER THE FAIR IS OVER
'The Santa Fe will sell tickets to
the tlraiiil Canyon and return
ai thi' fxtrcimly ;ow rate of
t'-tor the rouiiil nip.
'i
Tickets will he gooil for ten
days from date of tale
ami passengers who hold tickets for Alliuu.upro.ue
contains all the digestive juices that are
on account of the Fair can have
found in a healthy stomach, and In
a!!! extended
exactly those proportions necessary to
ten days In order to make the
enable the stomach and d'gestivs organs
lrii to the
to duest and assimilate all f od that may
Canyon.
be eaten. Kodol is not cr.ly a perfect
For particulars call on agent at
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tisDepot ticket office.
sue bj.lding tonic as well. Kodol cures
J. J. ltVlt.NK, U. I. A.,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, 10
l.os AiiKele. Cal.
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Hsart and X
II. S. I.l'TZ. Ascnt.
Constipation. You will like it
AUllillePlll., X. M.

Ditfests

Pyrotechnic
Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire
Free Street Entertainment Ev- ery Evening from 8 to 11 o'- clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

sn

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

Dyspeptics

Marching Bands
Cowboy Relay Races

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

-

Two

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma IJall
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

W. H. GREER, President

three-fourth-

rs

)

1905
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Hyrogen Springs.
Sulphuretted
NEW MEXICO DELEGATES
(Spl.) Unusual Interest is shown by
ELECT OFFICERS.
the summer colonies here In a projectHeadquarters of the New Mexico
ed stag carnival for ladies only. They
delegation have been established on
are to attend attired as gentlemen,
the second floor of the court hoube,
and It Is Intended to imitate as much
a
Such
Peril.
and the regular business meeting and
as possible a gathering at an
The
banker
in
his
sat
office
chair
election of officers will be held In the
woman's club. There is to be a
gold
piled
by
With
his
side;
rooms there. Judge John It. McFle,
buffet at which soft drinks will be disA
step
was
on
heard
outer
the
stair.
one of the best known of New Mexpensed In cocktail glasses, and at card
The door was opened w ide,
ico's Jurists, and for many years a
tables flinch is to be played. It Is
A
person
wild
eyed
pushed
in
with rumored
resident of Santa Fe, will In all probthat Turkish cigarettes will
haste,
ability be chosen as state commander.
Of course, the prestabooed.
be
not
something
In
With
arm.
his
The members of the New Mexico deence of a Kiire enough male person
gingerly
on
And
placed
the
table
partment are advancing Kev. Thomas
would break up the party, but the lady
A thing that threatened harm.
years chaplain
Harwood, twenty-twmanagers after inspecting the regissprang
once
At
from
two
their chairs
of the department of New Mexico, as
ters of all the hotels, announce that
clerks,
national chaplain. Dr. Harwood has
there Is not the slightest possibility of
thp
Who
threw
crunk
outdoor
a magnificent record, beginning In the
such an Intt rruption. When the stag
'The
bunker,
Twenty-fconvulsive
jerks,
with
war as sergeant of Company G,
takes place at F. F. V. ball. It Is exrept
on
off
nil
t
fours.
ifth
WiM'onMii, and was a personal
pected that It will remind old inhabitIt
They
nitroglycerin
was
feared
friend of Jerry Rusk, commander of
of the old days when a few men
ants
they'd
blown,
And
be
to bits
that legiuieut, and was later appointalso
used to be seen at the springs.
macheven
worse
than infernal
ed chaplain for bravery on the field 'Twas
ine
of battle.
$25.00
SECOND CLASS
$25.00
A loaded graphophonc!
Colonist
to
Rates
California.
NEW MEXICO TC PRESENT
Coinpiencing September 15 and dalCANDIDATE FOR CHAPLAIN. DUKE CITY TEA AND COFFEE CO.
ly thereafter until Octobt r 31 the SanKev. Thomas Harwood of Albuquer-cjiie- ,
TErVDFRS FORMAL OPEMG ta Fo wili sell tickets to ail points in
x. M., wlio for twenty-twyears
California at a rate of
."u, one way
hub been chaplain for the New Mexonly.
Stop overs allowed. Call on
,
ico c.imman.ierv of the (1. A. It., U a
The Duke City Tea and Coffee
any agent of the Santa Fe. H. S.
IIS West Silver avenue, opened LUTZ, Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
candidate lor chaplain of Hie national
organisation, and in said by his
s
for business yesterday with a large
i
to have an excellent chance of numiter of lady cullers present.
"Now good digestion waits on appe
The
ekctiun.
store had been quite appropriately tit o. and health on both."
H:s nomination is to be made by decorated with red, white and blue
If it doesn't, tiy Hurdock Blood
Jacob Weliiner. and will be Seconded crepe paper, and the scene was great-.- Bitters.
by A. 11. 1).. (iMtf, pa it department
enhanced in the eyes of the ladies
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
commander of Wihron-,:ii- ,
by the long rows of tea and coffee
uml the
Wlscon.-i-n
delegation it is
cans, which lined the walls, and a ta- SEPTEMBER 23.
will support him.
ble of cut glass, which adorned the
Terrible plagues, those itching, pes
Rev. Harwo.nl saved the f of Mr. center of the room. The proprietors
tering diseases of the skin. Put an
De Croff ou i lie battlefield.
of tin concern are C. V. Kwera and C
Doan's Ointment
end to misery.
The New Mexico depan niciit
a I'tatil.lin Jieek,
well known en- cures. At any drug store.
meeting in tbe headquarters at the terprising young both
men of the city, who
court house yesterday and decided on nill doubtless nap success
IVES, THE FL0RI8T.
in their
Jr. Harwood as their choice for chap- - new venture.
Fresh Cut Flowers,

21

Monday Night, September 18

Splendid Business

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, DeWitt's Witch Hazel
FROM SUMMER RESORTS
Salve has no equal. It Is a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
From the Summer Resorts.
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
Uunkhurst-on-- t
(Special.
out of a burn and heal without leaving
Golf continues to be the most, popu- a scar. Bolls, old sores, carbuncles,
lar Bport. Recently a bogy handicap etc., are quickly cured by the use of
resulted In a Me between four players, the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
all ladlaj. The prize for which they Salve. Accept no substitute as they
compete! was "Reveries of a Bache- are often dangerous and uncertain.
lor," bound In calf, with an elegant Sold by all druggists.
picture of a bachelor on the title page.
The i'ort that a man was coming
This Spider is Fly.
here to stay ovej- - Sunday proved to be
A large golden spider has been seen
a canard.
here, weaving big
letters. Some
The simultmecus d!?appearence of claim it wrote the white
words "miner" and
Pete Ckek, 1 a caddie, and one of "women." After weaving thesp words
the most vivacious belles of this re- it rolls up a big ball of web
aud travsort gave rise to a flutter of envy dur- els on to repeat
the performance later.
ing the week, but It proves there was
Whit well correspondence Sequache
no romance. The caddie had quit to (Tenn.)
News.
go to school, and the young lady simply went to Philadelphia to escape enBent Her Double.
nui.
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
I win
!! w'in typhoid fever and kidSea Shelle, N. J.,(SpI.) Society ney trouble,", writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
Pittsburg-of
when 1 ot betat this exclusive resort enlivened mat- ter, although Pa., "and
I had one of the test doe-toters bv holding a doll show. There
I could set, I wai bent double, and
were 374 entries, near.y every girl at had to rest my hand on my knees
From this terrible
the large hotels dressing a doll for the when I Iwalked.
rescued bv Electric blt
exhibit. It was Intended to have an tera, whichwasrestored
my health and
eligible young man to act as Judge, trenirth, and now I
,n walk as
but at the last hour the committee de- stralxht as ever. They are simply
to
stomach,
Guaranteed
"ure
spaired of finding one, and pressed In- liver and kidney disorders; at all
drug-fistprice too.
to service a popular head waiter. A
rag doll, dressed by a married woman,
won the first prize. There was much
dissatisfaction because a curly headed
brunette doll, dressed like a bridegroom, was not awarded the blue ribbon.

18, 19s 20, 21. 22.

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the

WAS A

BANNER MONTH

'lis heau lying faen forwards on her
lap.
His threat was severed by a
frightful cut, and in his hand he still
held a razor. Lying on the bed was
the body of their second son, Mathleu,
ins neck lore three deep gashes, near
ly severing the head from the body.
His face looked peaceful. He had evidently been murdered In his sleep. In
the next room on two small beds lay
the dead bodies of the two other lads.
Alarms, the youngest
boy, liad his
throat cut, while unconscious, and
seemed to be quietly sleeping. Rut
there were unmistakable signs of a
struggle that had taken place between
the oldest boy, Jean, and his father.
The lad bore slight gashes on the
neck, but had been killed by a discharge of buckshot, which had penetrated the temples, and had been fired
from a folwing piece found near by.
From the position of the bodies,
and from other evidences. It has been
ascertained that M. Ronfaut first of
all killed his wife, who apparently
had lain herself down on the sofa,
bared her neck and thrown back her
head, to enable him to slay her more
easily.
A second letter was found as follows:
M. le Commlssalre: Relng without
means of subsistence and wearied by
years of disease, I am driven to the
cruel necessity of putting an end to
my life. My wife, who has been ever
eood and devoted, consents to follow
me In death. We love our children
too much to leave them behind, and
we take them with us. Let men not
curse me, for I have needed some
courage thus to destroy jnyself and
mine. Let no one take the trouble
to attend our funeral. I leave this
world, thanking my beloved wife for
the happiness which she has given me
all my life. Nestor Ronfaut.
All five were buried at the Nogent
cemetery in separate graves.

SEPTEMBER

GOOD! "

Company Here Are Doing
IN A

NEW MEXICO,

ALBUQUERQUE,,
IT'S

"UM-M- -M.

JULY

SONS, HIS

WIFE AND THEN HIMSELF
TERRIBLE TRAGEDY

7, 1905.

STUDY

y
f

THURSDAY, SEPT.

attacks of

cholera
infantum,
dysentery, diarrhoea, summer complaint of any sort
you
if
have Dr. Fowler's Extract of
Wild Strawl.erry
lu the medicine
chest.

DOUBLE

Finest Equipment

DAILY SERVICE

Way

Dining; Cars all the

Short

For further informalon call or address

V. R. STILES,
P.

C

On

ft

P, A.,

G.
am

r

I

flitnA

E.

Line East

pjg

an(j

P. SOUTHWESTERN
AUAYta

T.u

fcEsnssnacj

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gfnfral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

Third and Marquette

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

203

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

V. Railroad Ave.

III

ALBUQUERQUE EV EKING CITIZEN.

THURSDAY, 8FPT. 7, 1905.

COACHING SYSTEM IS IMPORTANT
IN

LATTER

To Intar

p.m.

GRARDUATE COACH SCHEME
Y05T BELIEVES EASTERN SCHOOLS WILL EVENTUALLY DROP
PLAN, AS WEST HAS DONE
EXPECTS THE SOUTH TO COME
ADOPT
AND
PROFESSIONAL
FAST IN FOOT BALL.

rt

:

:

proper

phne4

Ad

)ne Cent Per Word for Each In.vrHon:
ad for Ihl calami maul be In the
dike belart i a'tlnrk
the same

cUlfkllo

cartful tttcntkn tkal U tivea to ids

receiv

WANTED.

ratt to k.

FOR SALE Heating stove, gasoline
stove, refrigerator, book case ann
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
avenue.
yeats old, to

WAN Kit First and second
Plrl. Inquire at this office.

SEVEN.

AMUSEMENTS
CASINO
TONIGHT

Evening Citizen Wants!

BALL

FOOT

DAY

PAGE

Two Vagabonds

house

and

Mikado

WANTED Girl about 15
do light
housework. Mrs. A. H.
LOST.
With Illustrated Songs by Miss Nice.
St roup, 703 South Arno street.
Last Night of Wade
WANT K l; Second hand sa.ie, In pood LOST A gold locket, with two picMusical
Co.
Stock
2."3.
Hox
O.
tures in it. Leave at this office.
condition. Address, r.
A
WANTED
First class girl for house- LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
6
p.
m.,
3
and
work. Apply between
strawberry roan mare, white face,
312 North Sixth street.
Mrs. Robfour white feet, mane clipped short,
SATURDAY NIGHT AND NEXT WEEK.
long tail; $;o reward and no quesert E. Putnev.
dress
WANTED
tions asked, if returned 'to J. W.
Experienced eastern
Meqjaue, 234 North Walter street.
maker want to go out by the day.
Address, 5:!0 West Marquette ave.
WANTED
molding man, wood I TAC1E CONTRACTS, to clean new
A
buildings; I also employ the best of
turner and sash and door man. SuNEW COMPANY
help, and personally oversee everyperior Planing Mill company,, 501-fi- :
thing.
I
clean
contracts
to
take
South First street.
Just from the Orpheum Circuit
schools, hotels, stores, residences,
WANTED
Experienced dining room
etc. I also distribute samples and
girl; no other need apply. Colum
ciiculars, A. Shelton, 1111 South
bus hotel.
Edith street.
-x-- x-x
X -X- -X
WANTED Boys.
Western Union
Telegraph Co.
WANTED.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Fair week is coming. We want all
and reliable kinds of help positions paying good 7
WANTED Intelligent
man to enter the service of the salary.
Assisted by
H
Washington Life Insurance comTwo waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 wom- 7
MRS. MAREL STEVENS-H- I MO E, Planiste
pany. Exceptional Inducements of- an for general housework, 2 chamber
XIRS- - MAUD SUMM ERS-SCfered. See or address J. H. O'Rielly, maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
V,
WENTKER, Soprano.
f
Albuquerque, N. M., general mana- logmen, teamsters, swampers, labor H PROF. J- - E- - CRUM. Reader.
MISS HELEN PRATT, Accompanist.
ger for New Mexico and Arizona.
era, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
ELKS OPERA HOUSE, SEPTEMBER 8th 9 O'CLOCK P, M.
WANTED Position as bookkeeper, blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge car- V
h
or general office work. Best of ref- penters, bridge helpers, 1 first-clas- s
erences. Address, G. G. Ostendorf, planer, 1 good vard man for tlumopr
Admission, 50c, 75c and $1. Tickets on sale at Matson's Wednesday,
f
520 West Copper avenue.
I
man o take "are H
camp. Flrs-c'asSeptember 6, at 9 a. m.
Carpenters. Apply John of stock In dry goods store; boy to
WANTED
X X X X X X X X X X
Hart, 524 South First street.
run errands and learn dry goods Dual
WANTED
Gentlemen's aecond-nannets. Better positions on record now
clothing. No. 515 South First street, than ever offered before.
We are agents for Camp Blrnie re.
south ot viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweener. proprietor. sort. Call for information.
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RESOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOY$300 will THE
OWNER NEEDS MOJCEY
MENT AGENCY
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
PAIRING
frame house, in the Highlands, lot Phone 195 Red Upstairs
110
Street
South
Second
Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
Order.
$:?,000.
street In town; Incumbrance
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
HORSESHOEING
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
FOR RENT
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
FORYlESTtf wo nicely furiilslfiHl SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REfiont rooms for gentlemen; also CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and au high
three rooms furnished for light as $200.00. Loans ate quickly made
Cor. First' StreetlmTijera. Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
housekeeping.
private.
Mrs. Wllliairs, 311 and strictly
One
Time:
year
regiven. Goods
West Silver avenue.
month to one
FOR RENT Furnished room, with main In your possession. Our rates
family,
or
p:ivate
are
with
bath, in
reasonable. Cull and see us bewithout board. 620 South Third fore borrowing.
street.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
FOR RENT Sunny front room, with Steamship tickets to and from all
In
Highlands,
family;
parts of the world.
private
boa.d
4116 North Arno street.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Dldg.
315 Wrest Railroad Ave.
FOR RENT Cottages, all furnished
for housekeeping. Best climate in
PRIVATE OFFICES.
New Mexico.
Dally mail to AlbuOpen Evenings.
Our pushing, aggressive, never sleepv method of advertising.
Art
querque.
Address, J. B. Block,
electric sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
Jemez Hot Spilngs, N. M.
of your own choice. We hang the sign and keep It clean and bril.
TAILOR
MERCHANT
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
liant at our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
very desireable for party of young
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign oft your
O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSImen. 713 West Copper.
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILFOR RENT Four room brlclc house,
bargain?
ROAD AVENUE.
between Second and Third streets,
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank
I have opened a fnerchant tailoring
Tiotter.
upstairs over No. 209
Talk wlthti-- e LIGHT MAN Fourth and Gold Ave.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for establishment
avenue,
solicit
the
and
Railroad
West
light housekeeping, with electric ' patronage of
the general, public.
llgnts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruthmade too order. Clothes cleaned
erford, corner Broadway & Iron, Suits
and repaired. The specific I
same block Congregational church. pressed
will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
FOR RENT From one to five nicely use
a)
also cleaned, and walking
furnished rooms for light house- garments
made to order. Fit guaranteed,
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty skirts
In
experience
15 years'
acres, with four-roohouse, fur- Have had
me a trial.
Who takes pride In her bread and
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs. this city. Give
O. BAMBINI.
E. K Nor: Is, 524 John street.
cake making knows the pleasure and
FOR RENT Apartments
In
Park
' Fiendish Buffering.
satisfaction to he had by the use of
View terrace,
eight rooms each; In often fanned bv sores, ulcers and cnn.
Empress mills flour. She knows her
away your skin. Wm. Be-- I
modern equipment throughout.
H. cera, that eatRock,
Mich., aaya: "1 have
dell, of Flat
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
' used Buckhm
Arnica Balva for Uloera,
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms Sores and Cancera.
most nutritious and healthful, and her
Jt la the beat heal-lnSoothea
dreaslngI ever found."
in city, single or ensulte, with table
cakes, pleg and pastry dainty, delicate
and heala cutF. burna and acalda; 'o.
hoard. 713 West Copper.
druKgiKtall
at
and light.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LlfE
Lead avenue.

;

High Class Vaudeville

-
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YOST'S TERRIBLE TANDEM.
Illustrations From Yost's Hook on hoot Uall.
1.
"Courage, dash, fleetness ' of foot
Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 3. "What
and
'foot ball instinct,' which means
anything
else, contributes
more than
what to do at the right time,
to success on the foot ball field," are essentials of a great player.
was
asked point
Coach F. H. Yost
"Foot ball can't be played like a
game of chess. The men don't have
blank.
half an hour to consider. They must
"System," he replied instantly.
.think and act simultaneously,
"As it is in fnnzied finance, 'sys- llraln and body must move in unison.
In
We
ball.
thing
foot
tem' is the
that the man will be in the right place
have had our share of frenzied foot at the right time.
"Keep your eye upon the south. The
ball just as we have had frenzied count;
y had a grand season last year,
finance," he added.
This year will lie better. And lor the
"Take the eastern universities and reasons I have enumerated. Vander- you can ieadily see where lack of
by Dan McGuigan, rolled
has been up acoached
'system' or
score of 452 to 4 last season,
the factor in lost championships. It This year we play Vanderbilt. Tills
is easy to understand wiiy some eastthe first important entry
foot of themark
ern universities play
south Into western foot ball.
ball. The majority are handicapped
"There Is no chance for an t?asi- by the graduate coach scheme, which west game. We have
tiled for one
usually means a different head coach
v
ollm
every season, with half a dozen under
eMrncT anythln!? tnls 8,,,e of
s;
the Allegheny or south of the Ohio.
"That this Is wrong the west and Th
t g(?e nat
south learned to their satistactiou
..., jchiS.in lost lastfar year the greai- v
,u"
,
,
foot ball player that ever wore
11
l"c
Tu will be a moleskins, in Heston. He coaches
later the graduate coach
Drake this year, and we play his
thing of the past.
"In the west and the south the high team.
"Heston, during the four years he
and prep schools as well as the uni- played with .Michigan, scored m'ore
versities, contract with a profession touchdowns,
gained more yards, playal coach. If he proves satisfactory ed more minutes of actual foot ball
he Is usually offered a lonn term con and stooped more probable gains than
tract and given a chance to show what
he can accomplish. Thus ne gets a
chance to put Into execution his 'system' and when he loses men by graduation, he is able to fill their shoes
with men he has had In hand for some
time.
"It does not follow t'nat every col-lege witn a proiossionai coacn win
win championships.
All good players
do not make successful cofehes, but I
believe that If a coach's system is
sound and is closely followed, his team
If
will play better foot b'.ll than
coached by different men every year.
;
nefoot ball
"Great weight is not
cessity. My best team at Michigan
did not average over 19o pounds. Last
year we had our heaviei t eleven. This
THE PLACE KICK
year's team will not be a 'beefy' one.

any player in the game. He played In
every important game Michigan
tlciyated in, waa never taken out for
Injury, never shirked the simplest
practice, and was in every play,
"We also lose Carter, and, I fear,
Tom Hammond. The loss of Ham-se- e
niond and Heston Is a severe blow,
There is a possibility Hammond may
return to Michigan, but I am not
counting to much upon it.
"One of the best things the western
conference has ever done was the
eligibility
adoption of the
nil,., which prevents men who matric-bilt- ,
ulate this fall, playing foot ball this
season. The rule will stop hurrying
biRh school athletes into intereol-wil- l
legiate football."
g
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Little Talk, But Big Facts
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THE EXECUTION.

'

WILD WEST ROAD AGENT ALLOWED
VICTIM TO TAKE HIS PICTURE

The Happy Housewife

i

fr

VALLEY WITH AN
IN THE YOSEMITE
GOOD, OLD FASHIONED STAGE COACH HOLD-UHAD A LITTLE EXPERIENCE OF SOMETHING STRICTLY AMERCONSUL
AUSTRIAN
TRIMMING
'
ICAN.

FOR 8ALE.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of

I

KiO

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Sat- urday at 6 a. tn. For particulars, ad- dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albufluerque, or J. B. BLOCK, pro- prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
"AMERICANS SUMMER
RESORTS."
No. 3 of the New York Central's.
"Four-TracSeries," contains a care
fully engraved map of the territory
from Denver to New York, Boston,
Montreal and Bar Harbor, with descriptions and rates to a laige number
of resorts. For a copy send a
stamp to George H. Daniels, General
Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.

acres;
mhouHC, alfalfa, orchard, all irrigable; will Eell all or
part. Hox 4i, city.
FOR SALE Nine hole. Home Comfort range. Inquire at 410 South
j
Edith street.
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
Lot 3, in Block 2'J, of Hunlng's
Highland addition, $400.00. Lots 7,
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lail's
addition. This Is one of the finest
building Bites In that part ot the
city, and If sold quick an be had
M. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en- la;iug our jxiwer plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutCOMING" EVENTS
off engine, for $250. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It Is an ex
September 8 The Bruno Dleckman
cellent machine. The John Becker
concert.
company, Belen, N. M.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftFOR SALE Driving pony, also saddle
Fair.
maie. W. II. McMillion, real estate Territorial
September 30 "Romona," at the
dealer, 211 West Gold avenue.
Elks' opera house.
i
'

M. BERGER

'
"EMPRESS."

114

-

West Copper Avenue.
SI

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

k

:

e

VM

if A I

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

h

i

u

"N

THE
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept, 7. A re
markable photograph Is that which
A. G. Velth, Austrian consul In Milwaukee, brings home from a western
trip. Mi. Veiih and a number of fellow passengers in a Yosemite Valley
coach wt-rheld up by a lone highwayman, and when the 'highwayman
had finished the job he graciously
consented to stand for a photograph
of the scene, including himself. This
was taken by Mr. With, and U probably the only photograph of the kind
"

li'r

Dissolution Notice.
s
This is to ceitlfy that Frank
and A. C. Cox, proprietors of tn
Cut-Of- f
saloon and club at Helen, have
dissolved nartnershin. dissolution tak
ing place on September 4, by mutual A
consent th Rprond nartv to the acrte- - V
acmerit assuming all outstanding
counts and collecting all bills.
Der-lok-

if5vw

'

A

YOUNG "1AN 15
CHARGED WITH

jvANT
LARCENY.

IiearitiJ,
man, prominent

a well known young
In church woi I,
at
n
arretted at his

A. U.

Uoswell, was
lanth a inile south of Hoswell on the

charge ot grand larceny. It Is claimed that he signed the name of Hert
Hearing to a registered letter, thereby
receiving
in bills that belonged to
ant. thi r young man. Mr. Ikarin.;was
arra..-ne.- '
before Jumh-Rail,. v. He
.uhni ied gettiim the letter, signing
the b ite, bonk and getting tae inou-- .
'

Touching Story
ilmih of the r.nt.y plrl
Cumhrliind. Md ilo
rn,B:
At the nice ef 11 imiiiihs our
ittlr girl m in drcllnln h.Miu,
Pleasantly effective.
ui
thrn.,1 trouble, and two phyl-cn.i.- s
Never in the way, no trouhle to carher up. We were almo.t in
ry, easy to take, pleasant and never I'sialr,iJVf
when we r, solved to try rr
Klni?
ItscijVfrv fur Consumption!
New
falling In resul's are DeWitt's Little
anil Col.lg. The first bottle
Early Risers. These famous little pills Cough
relief; after taking four hottba he fwe
are a certain guarantee against head- cured nil la now in perfect healthu
fall to relieve and cure a
ache, biliousness, torped liver and ali Never
col,l. At oil dealer: Doc and $1. mi.th
Guarof the ills resulting from constipation. or
anteed. Trial tcttle free.
Tbey tonic and strengthen the liver.
Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
A

t de lavliiK from
Eyli-r- .
uf tieo. A.
-ri--

ADDITION TO
MILITARY

INSTITUTE.
The educational committte of the
I'oiuiiierel il club at ltosw, !l, wiil not
only take up the matter of securing
laig.-acet.imnoilations for the New
Mexico nii'.iiary institute, but will go
after another
edut ational institute
'iiat wiil !, of
value to that
CMiioiiunli v.

The Only Way.
There Is r.o way 10 maintain the
health and strength of mind and body
except by nourishment. There Is no
way to nourish except through the
stomach. The stomach must be kept
healthy, pure and sweet or the
strength will let down and disease
up. No appetite,
will
loss of
strer.L'th, rerrousness, headache, constipation, bad breath, sour risings,
rift leg. indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach trodbles that are curabie are
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
Dyepepsia Cure. Kodol digests what
you eat and strengthens the whole
digesMve apparatus.

BOILERS

j

We ara prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of

A. U. LUA,

-

I

''

v.N?

"

SCENE
PHOTOGRAPH OK THE HOLD-Uever taken.
ithe money you have?' I told him my
I
Mr. Velth said:
watch was a heirloom, and worth little
"We were all requested by the high- - to hitn, and so he gave It buck. He
wayman to stand in a row. As we had ordered the driver to go ahead
did so, I asked the Herman guide anil I, in a bark seat, saw him wave
whether, he w ould Join me In tackling his hand at us, and I waved back,
the man. He shook his head.
.Then ii occum-- to me that a photo"The rubber searched the women. 'traph would be a good thing to have,
and became angry when he discovered I ask d ii t in whether he would do me
one of them trying to hide
some the favor.
money in a camera.
When we got
"'Well, I don't suppose anylxidy'd
Lai!. 11. io the s; i.e be deerm d
if'Cosnie me, anyhow, in this dis
f guise,' he remarked.
'Go ahead.'
at tee i'q.!l amount
his hutil and ask; u: N ;.v. Is that ail
"And that is how I got the puture.'

RAWLINS WILL GO
INTO CATTLE BUSINESS.
L. A. Rawlins, who has bet n in the!
sheep business about twenty miles
east ot Las Was fur the past lour
years, has disposed of his llork and
left lor I'iartsnu, Ore., where he will
invest in a herd of cat'K. Mr. Rawlins and Colon. 1!. (i. Head of Las
Vegas, were Us together, and in
some e! the early incidents in
the livta ot 1'oM, he recalled the fact
that in Tixas, in vsl. Colonel, Ii ad
a load tor about no
offered l:ini
head of cattle. However, he spurned
the nffe.-- and
hi that
ear lie w.r- - giad .le.ujli to t;. t $; a
lit aj for liis in r 1.
,
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Bollhoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Seventeenth Street,

J62I-163- 9

BOILERS

DENVER,

COLORADO

j

'

COMPANY.
By O. E. GIJSTAFSO.W

Turkish Nougaie Is
dish of Ice cream eaten

confectionery
cruam parlor.
s

Pne after a

at

Mrs.

r

Furniture
jii

Ful-lerto- n

.j

store and Ice

Colonist Rates to the Northwest.
n:t-13 and diii-lCommi noun;
thi retfu r until October 21, the Sanll tickets
to Hillings,
ta IY will
lliitte. Helena and Missoula at r:ite i f
?

::.;";

SuUa:.''

and

Wa la

Wu'.la,

Portland, Seattle and Taconia,
t.is H5. For particulars call on any
asrent of the Santa Fe. II. S. LUTZ.
Uc' ut, Albu'iuertjuc, N. M.
f '''..4'.;
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TRAP! MARK

Crockery

1-

Iron

Beds, Stoves

Ranges, Art

and

Needed About the House.

DORRADA1LE

&

'n,maBmmam

1

Will not lump up.

y

1

PRESSUSE

Internally Fired Marine TypeBolleri
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

Thejiendrie

I

!

BRADfiklP FFOULATCt

HIGH

501-5h-

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a sentral repair shop
on Sou'h Third street, back of Wal-'on'- s
drui? store, and solicit the trade
L. II. SHOKMAKElt
of the city.

tppy in i results,
.j.t uo c?.e of
k' t
mt
I m ttii'iat it's ue.
It it
ih .a.d tx, run
of ti e
a tint Ttent tot
.ncy, ar;'l uy ItsuM
n.uct
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tlseir to... '.v i '
''mt of civit -.'action it
tf.e.'i
t3 tut.
greitiv
ijir. oruusf-- to bar on
taiu td
Mother
t hrier.d.
thorn at i. m t r. it ii
'1 ho naua
tl i r enou'i to recoup
au4 it to all no e :t tu t muth.r.
K.. (ne
cr.u.nlni It formttk
It

Peculiar Disappearance.
J. D. Kunyan. of Butlervllle, Ohio, lata
the p'Cullar dlBti)ptarance of hla painful symptoms of IndlKeiitton utid IjIIIUims- nm. to Dr. King's New Life Pills. He
says: "They are a perfect remedy for
dizziness, sour stomach, headuche,
etc". Guaranteed; at all drug-lists- ,
i'rlce. 2c
o
Notice.
On and after the 1st of September
I will he located at my new mill at
No.
South First street, and
will operate under the name of the
Superior Lumber and Planing Mill;
Co., where all orders will be promptly
filled, and I will he pleased to meet
all of my old customers.
AI.IH QUKItQUE PLANING MILL

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

CO.,

etc.

Everything

CAR STEEL RANGES

117 COLD3 AVENUE

5

AL1JUQUEUOUE

IIGH1.
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.U)CAL AX J)

PKRSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Friday,
with local showers.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

314 WEST RAILROAD AVL'

No.
No.
No.
No.

Good School Shoes
Juit

a little more style, Just a little

better

fit, a good

deal more
have to pay anywhere

i

to

11,

to 2, $1.25 to $1.85.
6, $1.75 to $2.25.
to
2i2
11 V2

to 12, 90c to $1.65.

22

12',

'2

THE WOMAN BEHIND
THE POCKETBOOK.
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
sure, she wants the best grocery staples and tnhlo luxuries. Imt she wants
no overcharging for that "best." We're
not a bit afraid of her, for the simple reason that our pi ices can't be
beaten for the same quality. Ab a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
Intervals, or in a hurry If you use the
'phone.

r. r.and TROTTER
South Second
ooooooooooooo
120,

St.

Finish oft Fall
House Cleaning
1

'

to congress from that territory on the
republican t,'K't last fall, running
against Mark Smith, passed through
Albuquerque tills morning en route
east.
Judge A. .1. Abbott, of Santa Fe,
t'nlted stnt.s attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, atrlu.l in the city last night
from the west and left this morning
for the Capital City. Judge Abbott
has Just returned from his annual vacation, having been granted a lay-of- f
of several weeks.
Dr. V. It. I.nmbiith, of Nashville,
Tenn., secretary of the foreign mission board of the Southern Methodist
church, has nr. ived in the city and Is
the guest of the Rev. J. M. Sollle,
pastor of the Highland Methodist
church. Dr. l.ambulh will occupy the
pulpit at the Highland
Methodist
church both morning and evening on
Sunday.
Regular Sabbath services will bo
held at Temple Albeit, corner of
Seventh street and West Gold avenue,
Friday 'evening nt 7:45 p. m. Prof.
Krebs ha aeaiti taken charge of tne
choir. Miss Ada Campfleld
and Mr.
Uhlfelder will be permanent members
of the choir for the year. This
week's senium by Rabbi Kaplan will
be entitled, "Judges and Judgments."
Everybody welcome.
Captain A. W. Kimball, who recently
returned to Albuquerque from the
Philippine inlands, where he hal been
the past three years with the I'nited
State's army, left last night for Foit
Snelllng, .Minn., wheie he was trans
ferred by the war department. Cap
tain Klmbail will assume the duties
of superintendent of construction at
the big nor: hern army post. He was
accompanied by his wife and family.
Fred G. Metzgar.and Miss Edna P.
Johnson, two well known young people of this city, we.e united In marriage last night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. William Bryce on South
Edith street, in the presence of a few
friends. Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor ot
the Congregational church, officiated.
The bride Is well known and popular and the groom holds a position as
book keeper in the J. C. Baldrldge lumber yard.
A precinct road commissioner made
his appearance on the University road
yesterduy with a dozen men and a half
dozen teams, and apparently work of
repairing the road has begun in real
earnest. Let it be hoped that the
good work tardily commenced will be
continued indefinitely. The deplorable condition of this highway has been
the bane of the university for a long
time, and that it is to be repaired is
certainly encouraging.

...

.
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ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.
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Baking Powder
IS

a Trust

By

The manufacturers art satisfied with a
reasonable profit ar d give yon a perfect
baking powder for a moderate price.

250uncesfor25Cenfs
-

Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.

Most Time fot the School
Bells to Ring Once More
8end your boy back to hit studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
Qlvea a sense of "aomethlng doing," quite different from tha "go
aa you pleats" vacation feeling. Wt are already, too.

NOT MADE

THB COUPONS,

IAVI3

Boy's New Fall Suits
A tplc, tpan fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy
casslmeret
and chevlota, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on tale at from

$32

t

EXCHANGE.
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
.
2B5-2All home cooking.
phone black
Fresh goods'every day.
Odd Fellows' Grand Lodge Meeting,
Philadelphia, Sept.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell t'ekets to Philadelphia and return
at a tate of $10.05. Dates of sale September 13, 14 and 15, good to return
leaving Philadelphia September 27.
Tickets may be extended to October 5,
by depositing same at destination and
on payment of $1.00. For particulars
call on any agent of the Santa Fe. H.
S. LUTZ, Agent, Albuqueiiue, N. M.
WOMAN'S

COMING,
KNIGHT'S
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

to $6:22 Each

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of tuperior

16-2-

Special Knee

Special Mother's Friend

PANTS

WAISTS

counter heaping, over with the
regular 75 cent quality at
A

50c

Any waist In the house, exclud
ing whites, worth up to 90 centt

at

50C

Each

A

EYE
FOR

FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME
GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
ES- BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
MERELDA GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND

complete new line 6f Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on tale

TO-KA-

A.

J.

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

MALOY.

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the'Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

..

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

'

Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
with It exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not Include .this twenty 1n
your order for the fifty. We trust this will be satisfactory
to you, as
It means that we must refuse to ship any other ordeis from Albuquerque. '
,

We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTERMOOit 0. CO.
4JLa23!
--

STRONG'S SOjNS

Furniture
Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

Installment
A

"WHITNEY COMPANY"
m-Uj--

A

Flrrt Strut

aOOOOOOCODCOOOOOCOOOOOOOO

The Clarkville coal we aell principally, like the Father of His Country,
tta a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried it, that It's

:.,

the beat ever burned.

Ita freedom

qualfrom Impurities. Its
ities and our fairness aa to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely In every ton leaving our
fard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind- free-burnin- g

P.

iT!L. vpj

MERCHANTS

Specialty

J 40M03 North

South First Street

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

wi.-y-'- A

SaW

F

E

P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCC1
Dealers In

Groceries,

Flour, Hay,
Grain and the Best
of Meats

IMPORTED GOODS
Call
Auto,

John S. Beaven
Both phones.

DIAMONDS
Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They are an invetmnt, and a good investment at the prices we
seUW them. We have some exquisite Diamond Broochei-SoliUir- e
Rings
5ud, and we arc really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
and
them.
s0M
price

any
are
and
our

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

IvmtnZi

B

M aj

2-

RAILROAD AVENUE

HARDWARE

Our kangaroo calf shoes for boys
are as strong as It Is possible to
make a shoe. Only the stoutest materials are used in their construction
and they are put together in such a
way that 1 Is next to Impossible to
wear them out. They look neat and
2.
to
fit well. 13 to 2, $1.83;
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
-i

A

5.

CO.
B. J. POST &
IvKTATTj
AVITOL1TCSAL.K
AND

FEW

TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS
We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

Chop I Chop I Chop I

THE GUARANTEE

It, to get down the
chopping bowl ' and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method Is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Cem Food Chopper and do It
better with but little labor.The
Cem chops""all kinds of food In
coarse, medium or fine nieces as de
sired. Useful In the preparation of substantiate and
desserts. . You need It In your kitchen every day.

10c for a button, 151.00 for a rip or a new pair

Tiresome, Isn't

Ask For Dutchess Trousers
$1-7- 5

&2

GO

$

P.-7- 5

$3 00

ma

3.50 $4.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

E.

119 West Gold Avenue
St- -

J. POST,
rsi
Ilbuquerqut.

CO..

mmt"
u

SPECIALTY

at

624 West Tljeras Road.
'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.

HARDWARE

IN OUR

STUDEBAKERS'

A

ocxxxocococooococcococo

.

"

Each

MIDNIGHT

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT

--

O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.

O. W.

M
1'

book-keepe-

First Street and Marquette

Office of Osteimoor

THURSDAY, 8EPT. 7, 1905.

o

with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

1

.

1

to 2, $1.10 to $2.

CITIZEN.

dell home.
District Attorney Flank W. Clancy
went to
Lunas last night where
the grand Jury for Valencia county Is
in session.
:
11
Tf
r
it .ue.unau,
.i.itni
11.
jiuu.
01 00-uiiniei
arrived m ui city mis morning
from the south and spent the day
here on business.
L. M. Bentz, a popular young clerk
at the hardware store of E. J. Post &
company, is slowly recovering from a
brief spell of sickness.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, who has
been spending a few days In Albu
querque on business, was a passenger
for Santa Fe this morning.
Ambrosio Chaves, the bright son of
Ed Chaves, the South Second street
grocer", has gone to Denver, Colo., to
enter the Sacred Heart school.
The fair colors this year are green,
cream and cadlnal. The fair manage
ment requests that all those who intend to decorate use these colors.
Traveling Territorial Auditor Chas.
V. Safford has returned to his head
quarters at Santa Fe, after attending
to official business heie for several
daysr
Rev. J. W. Barron, the new pastor
of the Congregational church, and
family, have taken up their residence FORMER RESIDENT OF
In the Maloy flats, at 321 South Third
NEW ALBANY SUICIDES
street.
Regular communication of Temple
lodge No. fi, A. F. & A. M. Thursdday
New Albany, Ind., Sept. 7. Albert
evening, September 7. Work in F. C. Wright, aged forty-twyears, commitdegree. By order of V. M. J. C. ted suicide by shooting himself at his
Ferger, secretary.
home near Salem, Washington county,
Superintendent James K. Allen of forty injles north of here last
the Indian school, left last night for night. He had been an Invalid for
Vsleta, Texas, an Indian village, months and had become despondent.
wiiere he will get pupils to place In Several days ago he secured cartridges from his room without the
the local Indian school.
knowledge of the family,
with
Paul V. Baxter, recently of tne La- them loaded a pistol that he and
had kept
fayette hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., has suc- under his bed since
last January. He
ceeded Jack Gibson as day clerk at occupied a room aione
some distance
the Alvarado. Mr. Gibson returned to from the other members
of the fam-11.
.
the El Tovar at the Grand Canyon.
.
una
iasi nignt or early on
r
W. C. Carpenter,
In the this
moinktig
he
himself
shot
Bank of Commerce, is off on his an- through the head, the wound being of
nual vacation, and left yesterday for such a nature as to cause almost In
plains and the moun- stant death. Early
the Estancla
thl3 morning
tains nearby, where he will enjoy an Mrs. Wright entered the room and
outing of several weeks.
found him on the bed, dead. The apRev. H. B. Hammond and wife, who pearance of the body indicated that
have been at Kansas City, Mo., for he had been dead several hours. The
some time, are expected home tomor- report-o- f the pistol was not heard by
row. Mrs. Hammond suffered a surgi- anyone in the house, and it Is supcal operation while there, from whiih posed that the noise of the explosion
was muffled by his covering his head
she has quite fully recovered.
with the bed clothing when he fired
Miss Kitty
sing
will
"The
Nice
the shot that ended his life. His wife
Va'.e of Shenandoah," a new Illustratand two children survive.
ed song at Casino tonight. This song
is now taking the east by storm. In FRFSH
EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'I
addition Miss Nice will sing several
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES,
other popular illustrated songs.
o
The Seventh Day Adventists expect The territorial fair Is comin':
to begin a series of gospel meetings In
You'll see who keeps things rollln"
their tent on Railroad avenue this evthen;
ening at 8 o'clock. H. L. Hoover, who All haulin, sprlnklln will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.
ha resided several days in Albuquero
que will speak tonight on the "Importance of Bible Study."
Don't wait for an explosion cook
'
A committee, consisting of Messrs. with gas the humane way.
Badaracco, Tomel and Gradi Is out
selling tickets for the grand annual
picnic to be given by the C. Colombo
C
Benevolent society at Barela grove,
Sunday, September 17. Tickets, $1. I
A
The only Short Crder Lunch
Fiee dance and refreshments.
Room in the City. Fine Coffee
Arthur Holzman, formerly with B.
iSptaal,y- 216 S. Second St.
Ilfeld & Co., left this morning for I
Pastura, where he will engage In a
general merchandise business
with
his father. Before leaving, Mr. Holzman was the recipient of a gold mounted Elks tooth, tendered by his friends,
"the gang."
Hon. B. A. Fowler, one of the leading republican politicians of Arizona,
and who was a candidate for delegate
.

to 5i2, $1.50 to $2.25.

N'os. 118

$1.

Is

FOR BOYS
8'i

Admission

8.

Miss Kthel Raldrldge is entertaining the Misses Kthel and Grace Fish,
two popular young ladies of Jefferson
City, Mo.
M. Mandell, the well known Railroad
avenue clothier, is celebrating the arrival of a baby daughter at the Man-

FOR GIRLS
8i 2

east, 7:30 p. ni.
east, 10:30 p. m.
west, 6:45 p. m.
west, 7:55 a. m.

W. J. Oliver, of the local Indian
school, has gone to I.aguna to gather
pupils to place in school.
The Tlruno Dieckmann concert will
be held at the Klks' opera house Sep-

tember

to $1.25.
$1 to $1.50.

the
the
the
the

Climatic Discontent.
The weather man tloth gaze afar
With brain in constant action.
What e'er he brings, the chances ace
It won't bring satisfaction.
Washington Evening Post.

wear for considerably less money than you
else it what you get by buying our ahoes.
It is easy to convince yourself. Just call and examine our stock.

5 to 8, 85c

from
from
from
from

1,
7,
8,
2,

EVENING
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line:

i,vf

.
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i

trr

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY

rno.Mrr wklivkhv on evkuv pukciiask

2J5 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

